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Abstract

Initial tumour growth was found to be exponential following 
Intraperltoneal Inoculation of 5 * 1C" fhrlich ascltes tumour cells 
Into male BALB/c mice. After three days of this pattern the rate of 
growth became noticeably retarded and after 12 days a plateau phase 
ensued. The reduced growth rate was shown to be an immediate conse 
quence of an Increase In the duration of the cell cycle, In the 
fraction of non-cycling tumour cells and in cell loss. Fvidence Is 
presented to suggest that during plateau phase of tumour frowth the 
3O state does not represent a preferential pathway leading to cell 
death.

Repeat trltiated thyaldine labelling was used to identify non- 
oyolinff cells during the plateau phase of tumour growth and to 
demonstrate their ability to return to rapid cyclic activity when 
'Lebensraum* was increased. Subsequently* individual cell DNA, BKA 
and protein relative contents were determined miorodensitometrlcally 
for non-cycling (Co) and rapidly cycling tumour cells. Reduced protein 
and BliA levels were found to be a feature of '"o tumour cells.

Microdensitometric estimation of the DFA profile for the tumour 
cell population at various stages during tumour growth revealed that 
an Increase in the proportion of heteroplold tumour cells was con 
comitant with tumour growth, a finding not supported ty chromosome 
analysis. This factor may be involved in the reduction in tumour 
growth rate.

Following production of anti-Fhrlich ascites tumour antiserum, 
flow cytofluorlmetrlo and combined imffiunofluorescent-autoradio^raphic 
analyses were carried out. These analyses failed to reveal gross 
antigenic changes associated with Co phase.
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.   Surgery and radiotherapy of cancer are commonly employed aa 

primary methods of treatment for moat tumours, chemotherapy beinir used 

aa an adjunct to such treatment. However, surgery and radiotherapy 

are relatively ineffective when the diaeaae ia widely disseminated, 

and it ia in such a case that chemotherapy has a more prominent role 

(Ambrose and Hoe, 1975 and Schabel, 1977)*

The potential of chemotherapy waa first recognised by Faber et al. 

(iW) when temporary remissions in acute leukaemia were achieved by 

the administration of aminopterin and methotrexate. Subsequent 

discovery and use of new chemotherapeutic agents was accompanied by 

reports of improved therapeutic response. Following work on experimental 

tumour systems by Schabel et alt (i965)» Simpson-Herren and Lloyd 

(1970) and Skipper (i97i)» a relationship was shown to exist between 

tumour growth characteristics and response to treatment. However, drug 

effectiveness was still found to be limited by first order kinetics 

(Skipper et al., 19&U) because most drugs are phase specific amenta. 

This implies that the same percentage of the tumour cell population, 

and not the same number of tumour cells, are killed by administration 

of the highest dose of an effective drug conducive to host survival, 

irrespective of total tumour mass. Consequently, therapeutic schedules 

have been designed to obtain maximum cytotoxlcity lay referring to cell 

kinetic data* Thus the choice of appropriate anti-cancer drugs has 

been facilitated by determination of the tumour cell growth fraction, 

the intemdtotio (cell cycle) time and cell cycle phase durations.

the most sophisticated therapies have involved attempts to 

'recruit* out-of-cycle (Co) tumour cells rendering them sensitive to 

drug action, or to 'synchronise* cells thereby increasing the percentage 

of the population occupying a given phase of cycle in which a particular 

drug is most effective. Farther to this, considerable Improvement In



the efficacy of ch«notherapeutic amenta has been achieved by the use 

of drupe in combination each that they aot aynerpiatioally*

> It cannot be diaputed that recent advances in chemotherapy 

have improved the management of human cancer, and particularly human 

leukaemia, nevertheless, formidable problems remain* Hamate to normal 

tissue, especially the intestinal mucosa and bone marrow ia an inevitable 

result of chemotherapy, the latter tends to result in a reduction in 

inmunocompetenoe leaving the patient at riak to the further 

possibility of fatal infection* Other unpleasant side-effects may 

accompany drug administration, these include vomiting, alopecia, and 

dermatitis, all of which serve to increase the general sufferings of 

the patient*; -

Perhaps the most serious problem ia the existence of a subpopu- 

lation of G0 tumour cells which are less sensitive to chewotherapeutic 

agents but are capable of returning to cell cycle and so perpetuate 

the disease when growth conditions permit* Indeed, the presence of % 

cells has been described by Skipper and Schabel (1973) as the major 

limitation to 'cure* of advanced neoplastic disease by chemotherapy. 

Oavosto (1977) has shown that the use of recruitment procedures fails 

to eradicate human leukaemia due tot the presence of a large number of 

% cells, the persistence after treatment of % cells with the pot 

entiality of leukaemic stem cells and the existence of a contrary flux 

of cells from a proliferating to a Go compartment even during treatment* 

Thus* following a sustained period of complete remission, patients 

frequently relapse* It is evident that information concerning the 

nature of Co cells is inadequate and no efficient practical techniques 

for their recruitment exist (Ferry, 1976).

In view of these difficulties, the demonstration of tumour 

specific antigens (TSA) makes the possibility of Inmmotherapy very



attractive. However, result* with this approach have been rather 

disappointing (Sinkovics, 19?8 and Castro, 1978), Die reasons for 

this remain unclear and research has been directed toward et removal 

of faotors responsible for inhibiting potentially oytooidal conflict 

between the immune response and the tunour oell, amplification of 

the overall effectiveness of the immune response and seneitifcatlon 

of tumour cells to immunologies! attack. In this context, the 

immunologies! status of r«o cello nay be Important, yet little, if any, 

relevant information exists.

It is probable then that nore effective therapeutic methods 

will result from a better understanding of 'the underlying biochemical 

^ and immunoLoaual basis of the % *tate* (Basergat 197B). Therefore,
IS

an attempt has been made here to answer the following questions i do 

differences exist between Go and rapidly cycling*) tumour oeHs 

with respect to their BBA and protein contents, and are there detect 

able immunologies! differences between c*Q and % cells?

For this investigation an experimental tumour system was 

required which could fee shown to have a subpopulation of 0$ cells. 

In addition, owinr to the difficulties encountered when considering 

Qo cells it was felt essential that the experimental tumour system 

ought to be amenable to close control of experimental conditions, 

should be easily sampled and easily maintained. Die Ehrlich asoites 

tumour (EAT) appeared to fulfil these important criteria and was, 

therefore, chosen.

Asoites tumours grow as a single oell suspension in peritoneal 

exudate. The first publication demonstrating the production and 

advocating the use of an ascdtea tumour was that of Hesse, which 

appeared in 192?. In 1932, Lowentha! and Jahs achieved the trans 

formation of the solid Shrlich mouse nw-jimary carcinoma to that of an

 " Italics mine



aadtlo fox*, the JStrlloh aaoltea tumour. A major advantage In 

using a free cell neoplasm of this type la that an exact number of 

cells may be transferred from donor to recipient, and Lowenthal 

and Jahn discovered a correlation between the nuaber of cells 

inoculated and the hoat survival time.

Initially, the tumour cells appear to act aa a non-specific 

irritant within the peritoneal cavity (llartveit, 1965 and Faetla, 

1976) and thua promote a peritoneal exuftate. Ihe combined effects 

of increasing cell number and eeroeal effusion outstrip the drainage 

capacity of the lymphatic ayatam which itself becomes progressively 

blocked (Ooldie, 1956 and Bloomer et al.» 19BO). Itius fltdd 

aoouBulatee rapidly after a few daya of cell gxowth* the exact cause 

of death of the hoat animal la conjectural! evidence exists to suggest 

that electrolyte labalanoe due to the massive ascitee, haemorrhage 

which nay or aay not be due to an Arthus or Schwartasmann type imaune 

reaction and toxic products of tumour cell degeneration contribute 

to the demise of the host, the pathological nature of the 1AT does 

not, therefore, represent a model t&x the study of malignant ascites 

In mac where fluid aeeuaulatlon la generally aaaoclated with a 

primary abdominal tumour or metaatftala Into body cavities. In this 

respect than the FAT la an artificial system which la comparable to 

aoffie extent tilth .in vitro tissue culture.

In conclusion* It is noteworthy that asciteo tumourst because 

of their ease of use, have proved to be valuable model systems In 

the study of very many aspects of tumour biology*
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Cell Kinetic Studios
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Introduction

, 1&» study of osllttlar proliferation kinetics vias revolutionised 

\sy tht introduction of radloiaotopic labels which become Incorporated 

Into DNA (Ott*a«nt 19**8). Initial studies usad "^P and ware concerned 

with the life span and developmental sequence of white and red blood 

cells. In 1953 Howard and Pale, working with -HP labelled bean root 

msrlstsms, demonstrated the existence of an interval between the end 

of D??A synthesis and the beginning of alto&lsi they called this phase 

the G~ period. Those workers wore also able to infer the existence 

of the pro-SNA synthetic, post-witotlc interval which they termed the 

G* period*

The introduction of tritium (%) labelled thyaidine (Taylor 

ct al., 1957) ffreatly simplified the recognition of cells en#a*rsd in 

CFA synthesis (S-phaso), since thywldlne ie a highly specific precursor 

«f DM. Thymldlne is not, however, a noraal component of the metabolle 

pathway leading to DKA. the formation of thynidine containing nucleo- 

tidee usually results from the methylation of UHF to TMP. This is 

followed by the phoephorylation of TKP to TTT and ultimate incorporation 

Into D1*A. However, the existence of thymidine kinaee, an enzyme which 

probably represents a nucleoslde salvage mechanian, permits the 

incorporation of exogenous thymidine into the Wk synthetic pathway 

by phosphorylaticn of thymldine to T^T. There is much evidence to 

suggest that thyaidine kinase is a universal constituent of prolifer 

ating tissue and therefore, thymidins incorporation provides a reliable 

indication of DM synthesis (Brent et al., 1965 and Fleer, 1965)*

Quastlar and Sherman (1959) Bade & classic contribution to 

kinetic analysis by their proposal of the technique of labelled 

uitosee. This method enables the determination of the cell cycle 

tins and component phase (G| f 3, G2) durations by monitoring the

11



proportion of labelled reitotic figure* at various times following the 

administration of a single pulee of tiltlated thymldine (%TdB).

The use of techniques involving radlolabelled precursors of DM 

coon lead to the realisation that the members of any given cell 

population display considerable heterogeneity with regard to cell cycle 

duration and proliferative status (Kenclelaohn, I960 and 1962). It was 

further concluded that within both normal and tumour tissues a consider- 

able proportion of cells occupy a non-proli,feratlm or Co compartment 

(Lajtha et «!., 1962| Lajtha, 1963 and Gavosto et al. f I960 and 196*0-

Uie nature and behaviour of Co cells has been th*» subject of 

considerable debate. It hae proved extremely difficult to determine 

whether G cells represent a very slowly proliferatinfr compartment 

(Frescott, 1968 and Costlow and Baeerfa, 1973)* » non-proliferating 

compartment via which cell death ultimately occurs (lala, 19?2bX or 

merely a dormant non-proliferating compartment (Lajtha, 1963)*

Th* term Go was originally used to describe those liver cells 

which were not actively proliferating but which retained the capacity 

to divide under suitable conditionst thus *a state of no cell cycle 

or a state of dormancy in respect of growth* (Lajtha ©t al. t 1962). 

Thie definition Is applied generally in ttw present work to any cell 

type which although not actively proliferating retains the capacity 

for cell division. Arguments involving the more elaborate aspect® of 

cell cycle arrest, and which ultimately reduce to a matter of preferred 

definition are examined later in conjunction with cytochf&dcal studies 

(Ch 2). Identification and characterization of  ' <-> cells, therefore, 

necessitates the demonstration of their ability to return to rapid 

cyclic activity u|>o& receipt of an appropriate stimulus. DeCrosse 

and, r*elfant (1966) reported, the existence of slowly proliferating or

cell© In an S-480 ascites tumour. These workers



were able to show, by continuous thymldlne labelling and cytophotometry, 

that celle were arrested in fy and Gg. later (1968) tfcCosse and 

ftalfant were able to demonstrate the recruitment of resting 1U phase 

celle in an EAT ueing antllymphocyte eerum as a mltoigen. Lala and 

Patt (1966) presented evidence for the recruitment of resting "j cells 

in an EAT upon transplantation of the tumour cells. Subsequently, 

Blchel and Dombemowsky (1973) demonstrated recruitment of H^ and Gg 

arrested cells In the JB-1 aecitee tumour.

The major difficulty associated with the study of G0 cells is the 

lack of a speciflo biochemical or morpholofdLoal marker. At present, 

there are two possible methods available by which information concerning 

**0 cells can be obtained. Firstly, there IB the method of flow cyto- 

fluorimetry (FCM) which has proved to be very valuable In the rapid 

assessment of the kinetic properties of "o cells and the effect on them 

of mito^en recruitment In certain cell systems (rarzynkiewicz et al, t 

1976). The alternative method Involves continuous, or repeat, %TdB 

labelling. While the latter method Is considerably more laborious 

than FCM and has inherent technical difficulties, it does offer an 

opportunity to #ather Information concerning <T0 cell® which 1© other 

wise unobtainable at present,

The purpose of this kinetic study of an FAT was to fully charac 

terize the tumour and subsequently determine the existence, or other 

wise, of a sub-population of 00 cells, the main techniques used in 

this study consist of electronic cell counting, %I$B labelling and 

autoradiography.



Materials and Methods 

ov An IAT* obtained from the Chester Beatty Research Institute in
,:^&:;.,fc. ,-. ..":. 

London, was passaged every 7 - 10 days in 3-month-old male BAIB/e 

mice by i p injection of 5 x 10 tumour cells. Donor ascites fluid 

was diluted with Harm, sterile physiological saline where necessary 

in ozder to produce a suitable cell concentration.

The BALB/c nice, originally obtained fro® LAC (Laboratory Animal 

Centre), Carahalton, were maintained on a diet of F'F-/m pellets (Dixon'i 

Diets, Ustree, Herts.) and water ad libitum.

Cell Countsi Cell counts and cell size distribution analyses were 

made usin* a Coulter counter (model X>) and Isoton II diluent (Coulter 

Electronics Ltd., Harpenden, Herts. ) 

Specific "rpwth Batfv Ri Hae specific growth rate is riven by the 

formula i

F » (dN/dt) / Kpof 

Wherei dM/dt represents the rate of charge in tvunour cell number

with time estimated froe the slope of the tangent to the 

,.. •. • growth ourve>»' .-, . -

Kpot ie the total tumour cell number estimated after time 

, t when dH/dt is constant over the period dt (Andersaon

et al. f 1977)«

Chromosome Analysist Chromosome analysis was performed according to 

the method of Moorhead et al. (i960)* tumour cells were incubated in 

a solution of eolchicine (final concentration 1 ug/ml) in physiological 

saline for 90 min* and hypotonie saline for 30 mil** The c@ll® were 

then fixed in methanoli acetic acid 3il for 7 min,, spread vigorously 

onto degreased microslic'. ee and stained with acetic orcein for 10 min. 

Chromosome number per cell for tumours of 2 and 13 days growth respec 

tively, was estimated in each case by counting 60-70 well separated



TO' i'^*^ -:.....;' ' : ' 

aetaphase spreads. 

Viability Testsi
, i

1) Klgrodne dye exclusion. Tumour cells were Incubated for 15 min. 

at 37° C In a solution of sterile physiological saline containing 0.1$ 

nlgroslne* Following Incubation , a small quantity of the cell suspension 

was Introduced Into a haenocytometer chamber, and cells were scored 

Immediately under low power as being either viable (dye excluded), or 

non-viable (dye penetrated),

2) Trypan Blue dye exclusion* Tumour cells were Incubated for 15 

at 37° C In a solution of sterile phosphate buffered eallne (PBS, pH 

7.1 - 7*^) containing 0.5$ Trypan Blue* Following: Incubation a small 

quantity of the cell suspension was analysed according to the method as 

Indicated for the rilgroslne test,

3) Fluoresceln dlacetate (FDA)* FDA Is a marker for non-specific 

esterase activity; therefore, viable cells convert non- fluorescent FDA 

Into fluorescein which fluoresces when exposed to light of wavelength 

- 5^0 nm* Tumour cells were Incubated for 5 nln. at 37 C In a

solution of sterile ?BS containing FDA at a final concentration of 

200 >ig/ml. Following Incubation* the cells were washed three times 

with fresh PBS and a small quantity of the resulting cell suspension 

was analysed on a clean glass microslide using UV Illumination* 

F lucre scin# cells were scored as being viable, non-fluoresclng cells 

were considered to be non-viable.

In all the viability tests duplicate counts of at least 5CC cells 

were made for each tumour studied.

Autoradlography t Autoradlography employed Ilf ord K5 nuclear emulsion 

diluted Id with distilled water. Fixed smears were rehyrt rated in 

running tap-water (30 aln.) rinsed in distilled water and then dipped 

In the diluted emulsion at 50°C under an Ilford safety light, filter



No. 8902. Autoradiogrmphs were exposed for 2 - ^ weeks at ^ C
•*••*'• frW- .-.""&..^,«..  «' ?'••«• .-I-.'"'  *  

before developing with Kodak T}19b developer at 18 C for fc min. and

fixing with Ilfoflx, diluted lifc, for 10 min.

Tritiated thymidine (^HTdR) (ep. act. 5C1/«M. 6HT) was used in
>i*f

all radiolabelliwr experiments. Stock solution was obtained from 

the Radioohemical Centre* Amersham, and was diluted with sterile 

physiological saline to a oonoentration of lOO^uCi/ml prior to use. 

Staining Procedurest The various staining procedures used in conjunc 

tion with autoradiofraphy are listed under 1 - 3 ao follows!

1) Harris* modified haematoxylin. Dehydrated smears were stained 

post-autoradio^raphy for 35 nin. with a filtered lilO aqueous dilution 

of Harris* modified haematoxylin. The stock solution of stain was 

prepared to the following recipet Haematoxylin Igm dissolved in 10 ml 

95$ ethanol, potassium aluminiun sulphate 20gm dissolved in 200 ml 

distilled water. The potash alum solution was heated to boiling then 

the two solutions were mixed and rebelled for 60 seconds. The solution 

was removed from the heat and 0*2*pi of sodium iodate carefully added* 

The solution was allowed to cool and stored for up to 21 days in the 

dark. It was necessary to test each new batch of Harris* stain for 

its compatibility with autoradiography since some preparations of the 

stain oxidise and remove autoradlo^raphic silver grains.

2) Ciemsa. Pehydrated smears post-autoradiorrajdiy were stained for
T " ^':"' ' - J-.'w .. .'- '  ''."'

5 min. with a ytf solution of "iemsa (BDH Ltd.). The diluted stain 

was filtered just prior tc use. Smears were washed for 5-10 min. 

in phosphate buffered water (pH 6.3) after staining.
V" ''.     '

3) Feul-ren (Basic fuchsin). Hehydrated smears, (pre-autoradiography) 

were treated with IN HC1 at 60°C for 10 min., immersed in the Feulgen 

reagent for i hr, and washed in 3 metabisulphite baths for 10 min. 

per bath. Smears were then rinsed under a running tap for at least 

30 min. before coating with Ilford K5 tna^lear erauleion.

16



reagent was prepared by stirring 3,*fe» ^ei« fuchsia 

(BTH) with 19P» sodii» mfttabisulphite In U of C.15N HC1. After 

stirring for 2 hr. the solution was deoolowriztd fey adding 5§n 

activated charcoal, then filtered and stored In the dark. the pH 

was adjusted to 2*0 Just prior to us*.

Metabieulphit« baths consisted of I part 10$ sodium aetaMsulphlte, 

i part iH Hd and 15 parts distilled water*

k) Acetle Creeln. This stain was tused in conjunction with chroraoRorae 

preparations only. Ghronoaone spreads were stained in a 2?' solution 

of oroeln in 50$l #rladal aeetie acid for 10 wtin» and excees ©tain 

reisoved with methanol*

Tbe In vitro labelling index was

determined at 6 - 12 hourly Intervals over the first ^ days following 

a 5 x 10 tunour oell Injection and then daily up to the 16th day

after oell injection. For each tumour between C.I and C.2tel of 

aseitee voui diluted to a total volume of 2*Gal with physiological 

saline containing lO^Cl --HTdR, This oell suspension was incubated at 

3?°C for 20 »in. the cells were then wasiiad J tines in ealine and

recovered each tine lay centrlfu^atlon at 500%^ ̂ or 3-5 mln* before 

beinfr smeared onto grease^free aioroslldes. ^sears Mere air-clrled and 

fixed in aethanol for 10 nim* prior to autoradlo^raphy. Following 

autoradio*rraphy ^ears were stained with Harris* modified ha«natoxylin 

ant at least 1000 cells were counted for each tumour. 

Cell Gyolet Cell cycle determinations were nade according to the 

percentage labelled nitoses (PI^) teohinique of Quastler ard Sheman 

(1959). In this experiment %MK is administered in the form of a 

single pulee; therefore* only those cell® which are in 3~phase of cell 

cycle beoome labelled. The fraction of labelled celle i® then 

referred to as the 'labelled cohort'. It is possible to monitor the

i?



progress of this labelled cohort as It moves round the cell cycle by 

ttaiftf the morphologically distinct witotio phase ae a wlnrfow, Thus, 

a eerie* of samples is taken at various tiitem after the single %TdJR 

pulse aj& the KLM at each point le determined* the parameters of the 

cell cycle are then defined by the shape of the HK versus time curve, 

; , Hi* UK risee fro» aero to one percent as the loading ed&e of 

the labelled cohort moves into mitosis. The time taken from ^HTd'K 

pulee to the appearance of the first mitotic figure i@ eq.ua! to the 

duration of the G2 phase. The HK then rises eharply to a theoretical 

100^ IMS the leading edge of the labelled ochort reaches the end of the 

Eitotio phase* Thus the time interval between the appearance of the 

first mitotic figure and 100^ labelled aitosee; is equal to the duration 

of the jaitotic phase. The PIM reaaino at 100 until the trailing edge 

of the labelled cohort just passes into mitosis, Following this there 

is a precipitous fall in BJ3 values and theoreticallyf zero PLM is 

reached over a period of tine again equal to the mitotic interval*

The peak of labelled mitoses produced enables calculation of the 

duration of the S~fhaae* the duration of the S-phasa is the tiae 

taken for the leading and trailing edges of the labelled cohort to 

pass a fixed point on the B<M curve. Usually, this fixed point is 

5C#, Time the duration of the 3-phase 1© taken as the time interval 

between 50^ labelled nitoees on the ascending limb and 50^ labelled 

mitoses on the dsscending limb of the curvej i.e. the width of the 

theoretical peak at half its height* Similarly, the duration of the 

eosaplete oell cycle 1» eakrwi ^r the tine Interval beticeisn th* 50$ 

points cm the ascending llabe of the firet and second peaks, (the 

second peak being formed a» the labelled cohort complete- its second 

mitosis after original labelling), Die duration of % may then "be 

obtained by subtraction.



Considerable differences are invariably evident between the 

theoretical and experimental fin curves, and it is impractical to 

attempt to amaaa data which allow the precise interpretation of the 

HI! curve. Therefore, interpretation of the KM data presented here 

was restricted as follows i the tine interval between pulse labelling 

(aero time) and the 50# point on the ascending limb on the first peak 

is equal to (^ phase plus half the ml to tic phase (T^g + |«)« Similarly, 

after determination of S-phase duration (Ts) and total cell cycle 

duration (TQ) the pare~t)trA~synthetic interval can only be defined as \ 

plus half the nitotic phase (TG1 + fm),

Animals bearing 2 day and 13 day tumours (lop- and plateau phase 

respectively) were &lv«n a single %WTO injection of C.^ad/gm body 

weight* For the 2 day tumour **2 mice received -%TdB ip. Following 

injection 3 animals were sacrificed every 1 - ^ hours for preparation 

of smears, the final sample being taken 2S hr. after %WB injection* 

For the 13 day tumour 23 nice received -OftdBf these animals were 

sampled in batches of 3 or ̂  at 2 » 12 hr* intervals over a 100 hr. 

period. Each tumour was sampled consecutively 3 times at most during 

the course of the experiment and less than 0*lml of tumour fluid was 

aspirated for each sample. Aseltee smears were air-dried* fixed in 

methanol for 10 mln. and stained with Feulfen reagent (basic fuchsln)* 

prior to aittoradlography. Following atrtoradio^raphy at least iOO 

mitoses were ©cored for each tumour.

of the .atg».. of the 9m Frac/ti (f )i

Estimation of the size of the proliferating fraction of the tumour 

cell population was possible from the labelling index and cell cycle 

data bar using the expression i
W ^*" . *W

f » (ls/!fi/(KsA%) (I«l« and Ifett, 

Where i Ks is the number of cells in SNA synthesis.
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H ia the total number of oella (both in oell cycle and out -of -

cycle).  ' ,#,'. jy* .<-vw^.>-  '.>  ' - " *    '-. 

1% ia the number of oella in cycle* 

Ttouai Ra^f i© simply the ^HTdR labelling Index. 

and i Na/N# repreeenta the fraction of the proliferating oella in 

A HKA eyntheeio. Computation of this faotor ia more difficult, 

> ' but it can be derived from the data relating to the oell cycle

(Cleaver, 1965).

Where i TQ la the duration of the oell cycle.

Tfi IB the duration of the S-phase of oell cycle.

Tn2 -f m ie the combined duration of the poeVBKA-eynthetic

period and mitotie phase of the cell cycle,

It must be appreciated that both the determination of oell cycle 

times and estimation of the growth fraction by the methods described 

above are subject to considerable error and values obtained are at best 

close approximations. The various reason® for these methodological 

inaoouraeies are discussed later. The objectives, therefore, of the 

determination of the Inters! totic time and subsequent estimation of 

the growth fraction were twofold} firstly, to postulate the existence 

or otherwiaa of a ncn~cyclln£ oar Co oell population during log and 

plateau phase of tumour growth* and secondly, to enable the formulation 

of a repeat -%MR labelling profrnawae to ensure that all rapidly 

cycling (j£f) cells incorporate ^HTttR during the course of the experiment. 

Computation of the Cell Loss Factor, k* Computation of the eell loss 

faotor (k) waa possible from the predetermined factors Tc and f, thuat

fe » (i» I * f *

Where i "Mbl « population doubling time. (lala and Patt, 1966), 

Repeat ^fiiR Labelling: Bcperliagntt Bepeat %ldB labelling experiments

20



were performed after 12 daye of tumour growth. In each experiment 

batches of 6 animals received a series of ^HlttR injections 

body weight) over a period greater than that equal to the length of 

the estimated cell oyole and at intervals less than the 

estimated length of the S~ph&se* In an initial experiment seven 

injections Here given at Intervals of 10 hr* Twenty rain, after each 

injection, (sufficient time for S-phasc cells to incorporate ^H*MH) 9 a 

snail quantity of ascites (<C«lml) was removed for preparation of 

smears* \

IE a second experiment four %TdH injections were given at 

intervals of 30 hr* and ascitee smears prepared 20 mln, after the final 

-TfMR injection* AH smears were air-dried, fixed, stained and auto- 

radiographed as previously described under |inryitro labelling index 

method* At least 1000 cells were counted for each tumour and unlabelled 

cells were considered to be in ^0 phase. Some of these autoradiographs 

were exposed for as long as 3 months to ensure that lightly labelled 

cells became clearly positive* 

Bnperfeteastto,. Assess the^iaMll.ty of the len^Qyclinff Cellst

Demonstration of the ability of the non or slowly cycling cells
j*K-.,.. -  

to recommence rapid cyclic activity was made by observing the appearance 

of uslabelled mitoses in repeatedly labelled tumours after both 

greatly reducing the tumour mass and retransplantlnr a fraction of the 

tumour mass. Initiallyt four 12 day tumours were labelled according 

to the second repeat labelling procedure then the bulk of the tumour 

mass was removed from each animal % percutaneous aspiration. Ten 

million cells from each of two of these repeatedly labelled tumours 

were then transplanted into batches of 25 new host mice (i.e. a total 

of 50 new host mice}* Cell samples were obtained from tumour® of 

reduced mass by repeated aspirations and from re-transplanted tumours
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bgr *m«*tfl«lng the heat and washing out the peritoneal cavity with

physiological saline* Oell samploe from both retransplanted tuaours 

aw! donor tumours (the latter now of greatly reduced maae) were taken 

at various Intervals up to 3^ hr. and 1^ hr. respectively following 

the final %Wli injection. After Feuliren staining and autoradlography 

HJ! determination allovei the demonstration of those cells which had 

be«n non or very slowly cycling and which had returned to rapid cyclic 

activity (unlabelled mitoses).

F?epf>ftt labelling and retraneplantation control experiaent* Ae an 

adjunct to these repeat labelling experiments PI.--M determinations were 

n&fie for ̂  undisturbed 12 day tumours at various time Intervale (20 

s&n, and 10 g 12, 25 *M 30 hr.) after the fourth and final %TdH 

Injection* Lees than C.iol of a&clte© was romoved from every turaour 

at each sampling tirae and autoradiographa were prepared as outlined 

above *

The results of thin experiment should Indicate the extent to which 

the cycl5nr cell population bsco%es labelled by the repeat labelling 

schedule employed, and the possibility of the recycling of % cells 

In situ.



Results

Growth Put tern Figure 1 indicates the increase in total tumour 

cell number with the passage of time following ip injection of 

5 x 10 FAT cells. Four to 7 tumours were sacrificed each day for 

determination of total tumour cell number. There is no apparent lag 

phase following cell inoculation and initially tumour growth is 

exponential.

The Maximum growth rate appears to lie between the first and 

third days of tumour jrrowth. This observation is substantiated by 

determination of the specific growth rate (fig. 2). There then follows 

a progressive decline in the growth rate until after 12 days & plateau 

phase is reached. During the period of declining prowth rate, 3 - 

10 days, there appears to be a linear relationship between the cube 

root of the total cell number and tumour are (fig. 3).

Figure ^ shows variation in tumour cell concentration in the 

ascites with time following transplant* It is possible to extend this 

study into the earlier stages of tumour growth by the use of a dye 

dilution technique which allows estimation of the tumour volume before 

it is possible to aspirate (Lala and Batt, 1966), However, the 

present results were obtained by the application of two simple aspir 

ation methods. The broken line joine values determined from counting 

the total number of cells in a volume of  .1 ml of ascites, the solid 

line joins values determined from the total tumour cell number divided 

by total tumour volume. The results indicate that during the growth 

retardation and plateau phases of tumour growth there Is a decrease 

in tumour cell concentration with increasing tumour age. 

Chromosome Analysist The distribution of tumour cell chromosome 

number was examined after 2 and 13 days of tumour growth (fig. 5). 

The results of this analysis show the EAT studied here to be hyper-
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diploid, with a modal chromosome number of &3. The chromosome 

distribution remained stable over the period of tumour growth from 

2 to 13 days (variance analysis P>C.l).

Cell Sjge Distribution AnalygJBt The results of tumour cell sl«e 

distribution analysis at 2, 13 *nd 16 days of tumour growth are given 

In fif, 6, 'Xhe median cell diameter lies between 11 and 13 micron® 

although the mean IB probably in excess of this value since the distri 

bution is skewed to the right. The data in fl|r. 6 Indicate that no 

significant variation In cell size distribution occurs until the very 

late sta&ee of tumour growth and that even then there is no variation 

in the modal cell size.

Viability Testai An attempt was made to determine the percentage of 

con-viable tumour cells at various times following 5 * 10 tumour cell 

transplant. Several dye exclusion methods were tried, Some dyes, 

for example Fvans "blue, were found to have a deleterious effect on 

the cells thereby giving an erroneously high non-viable count. Such 

dyes were rejected. Ultimately, results, (table 1), were obtained 

from three methods, the nlgroslne and trypan "blue dye exclusion methods 

and the FT A method. Each value presented in table 1 represents the 

mean of the viability counts for at least three tumours. The general 

conclusion to be drawn from the data Is that the percentage of non- 

viable cells is low until after or during the plateau phase of tumour 

growth when there appears to be a sharp increase In the number of non- 

viable cells.

Labelling Index Determination i The In vitro labelling index refers 

to the percentage of tumour cell® which Incorporate 'TfMB and which 

are therefore assumed to be engaged in ENA synthesis (3-phase) at any 

one time* The labelling index therefore ie taken as a measure of the 

proliferative activity of the tumour, fmch point in fig. 7 represents
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the labelling index for one tumour.

Following transplantation of 5 x 10 tumour cells there was an 

initial fall in the labelling index followed by a ri»e to the donor 

level by the twentieth hour* A peak value was seen at &8 hours 

following transplant, and after thin a general, pattern of decrease 

in labelling index was eeen up to 5 daya after transplant. Statistical 

analyses of the data presented in fl&. ? indicate that over the fir@t

12 days of tumour itrowth and beyond, there le no ai&nifleant trend* 

However, analysis of th* first 5 days of tumour /rrowth revealed a 

significant variation in labelling index with tine at the one percent 

level (P<C.Ci),

Further to theee result®! it ic interesting to note that in vivo 

labelling indices determined for 2 day and 13 day turaours were 59»1 

and 32. SA respectively (table 2). 

Cell Cyple Determination i Ttoe HI? curves for a 2 day tumour and a

13 day turaour are ftiven in fig®. 8 and 9 respectively* In fig, 8 each 

point represent® the result© of scoring 100 «ltose« for a slmle 

turcour, each tumour beinc sampled once only. In fi^. 9 each point 

similarly represents the results of scorlnrr 100 iidtoses for a sin&le 

tumour| however, some count® were duplicated. A stiniJBum of 3 turaours 

were sampled at each time point for the construction of fig. 9* 

Superficial examination of the HI! curves in flips* 8 and 9 

reveals that there is a substantial lengthening of the cell cycle and 

it® constituent phases between the eecond and thirteenth day of tumour 

growth* The relative phase duration© and the total cell cycle times 

have bees estimated' by inspection of the 50^ labelled mitoses points, 

These values together with other relevant data ar© summarised in

table 2.

Uie data contained. IB figs. 6 and 9 (excludiiip open circles) were
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Table 2

FAT growth parameters 2 and 13 days after inoculation of 

,65 x 10 tumour cells.

Cell population (IT) 
Total tumour cell number

Population (t 
Doubling Time

Duration of Cell Cycle (To) 

S-phase (Te)

phase

phase

In Vivo Labelling Index 

In Vitro Labelling Index

Relative duration of *
S-phase

nrowth fraction (f*) 

Cell loss factor (k*)

2 day

6.1 x 10?

18 hr. 

17.5 hr. 

10.5 hr. 

4.5 hr. 

2.5 hr. 

59.1* (- 2.3) 

i 1.6)

C.567 

1.C4

O.OCC2

of Tumour

13 day

2.5 x 109

75 hr. 

50.5 hr. 

10.0 hr. 

5 hr.

32.8^ ( 2. 

52.7£ (* 9.8)

0.692

0.47

0.02

Estimated from the slopes of tangents drawn to growth curve.
JM . .- -,.. "  

Determined according to the method of Lala and $att (1966) 

the in vivo labelling index and cell cycle parameters 

estimated from the curves presented in figs, 8 and 9.



submitted to Dr. C« 3. Steel for computer analysis according to the 

model proposed by Steel and Kanee (19?i). Th« results of computer 

analysis are given in figs. iO and 11. The computer fitted curves 

are ostensibly similar to the hand-drawn curves* Indeed , the computed 

durations for the cell cycle phases and complete cell cycle (table 3) 

do not differ substantially from those estimated from hand-drawn curves. 

However, the computer fitted curves have a poorly defined second peak 

which makes accurate cell cycle time determination impossible by this 

method,

The results summarised in table 2 indicate that after 2 days of 

tumour growth all cells are rapidly cycling and cell loss is extremely 

small* These observations are further supported by the estimated 

population doubling time of 18 hours, which is consistent with the 

total cell cycle duration* The calculated growth fraction after 13 

days of tumour growth is 0,4?, At this time the median cell cycle time 

is in excess of 70 hr. and the doubling time is infinite. 

Bepeat rtfTdB Labelling Exifflrimenti The results of the kinetic 

investigations presented above provide circumstantial evidence (discussed 

later) for the existence of a au1»*population of non~cyclii¥t cells 

within the tumour cell population during the plateau phase of tumour 

growth. However, it i® difficult to see how further useful information 

concerning the non-cydintf tumour cells can be gleaned from these data. 

Therefore, a repeat -%TdB labelling experiment was devised, usin^ as a 

basis the cell cycle model defined after 13 days, in an attempt to aid 

the visualization and further examination of this sub-population of 

non-cycling cells.

In an initial experiment %TdH was administered to four 12 day 

tumours at 10 hourly intervals for 60 hours so that all rapidly 

cycling cells became labelled* Samples were taken 20 min. after each
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, Cell cycle and cosrpoaitc phase duration % computer analysis 

of HI! data,

' '"• " " • ' ' A^re of T^aaotir

2 ««y 1
.?to» 89.1

hr ^6.9 hr

2fti hr 19.1 hr

* Unreliable values doe to poorly defined second peak*



Injection in order to follow the progress of the labelling procedure. 

The results of this experiment are presented in fl#. 12. There is a 

continual increase in the percentage of labelled cells throughout the 

labelling procedure. Initially this increase in the percentage of 

labelled cells is rapid but after th« Injection at the fortieth hour 

the accuBiulatlon of labelled cello is much less rapid and the curve 

becomes shallow. After the final injection this experiment allowed 

the visualization of a snail fraction, 15-17^» of the total cell popu 

lation which can be considered to be out-of-cycle.

Further to this experiment it was felt prudent to extend the 

period of repeat labelling thus ensuring labelling of all rapidly 

cycling cells. In addition, the administration of ? x 10 hourly injec 

tions of ^HTdB seemed rather more than adequate to label all cells 

that pass through S-phase during the labelling period. Therefore, 

taking into account the possible wide distribution of cell cycle times, 

a repeat labelling experiment usin# k x 30 hourly injections was 

performed. This experiment resulted in the labelling of more than 

98?r of mltotic figures (fir. 15) *&$ ^7«6 - 2.7# of tumour cells leaving 

some 12.5$ of cells unlabelled and thus considered to be ncn or very 

slowly cycling.

Following the visualisation of a fraction of a con or very slowly 

cycling tumour cell population, a question pertaining to their viability 

arlsesf are the observed non~cyclii)fr cells sterile end cells or are 

they resting cells which retain the capacity to return to rapid cyclic 

activity when stimulated, in the same way as a ^0 cell? 

Fxperiment to Determine Viability of Kon-cyclinr Cellsi Pl^rs* 13 

and Ifc are the results of PLM determination on repeatedly labelled 

tumours following retransplaistatlon or great reduction of tumour mass. 

In the retraneplantation experiment (fig. 13) two tumours A and B
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were repeatedly labelled with & x 30 hourly HW Injection®. Fifty

fresh host alee were inoculated In two batches of 25, the first batch

"9 7 
received 10 r cells from tumour A, the second batch received 10 cells

from tumour B, Fach open circle In fig* 13 represents the Pin for a 

retransplanted tumour in batch A and similarly each square represents 

the PLM for a re-transplanted tumour In batch B,

The fall in the HM shown In fig. 13 indicates that at least some 

of the non^cycling cells are capable of resuming rapid cyclic activity 

and can therefore be considered to be ~o cells. Further to this an 

attempt was made to determine whether the variation in PtW in fig. 13 

represents a significant proportion of the non-cycling cells. For this 

a rumber of assumptions are necessary. Firstly, that the ratio of the 

area above the curve to the area below the curve for the duration of 

one cell cycle is representative of the previously non~cyeling cells, 

(unlabelled cells), as a proportion of the total cell population. 

Secondly, that the curve eventually return® to 100^ XH whep all the 

unlabelled cells have completed their first cycle, and thirdly, that 

the time from transplantation to the point at which 100^ XI? 1® reached 

Is equal to the duration of the cell cycle. Ifoe underlying basis of 

these asmisiptionc and the subsequent Implications for the adequacy 

with -which estlaation of the viable proportion of the non~cyding cells 

can be made IE examined later*

The relevant calculations, based on the above assumptions, for 

curves A and B In fig. 13 are set out overleaf. These calculations 

reveal unlabelled cell populations amounting to 12.7# *»* 8«fc# of 

the total population* l!hese are to be compared with value® of ?*5* 

12,8, 13.3, 13.8 and 1^.6$ (fsean 12.& 1 2,S$) for the *ds© of the 

unlabelled fraction determined after ft x 30 hourly repeat 

injections.



ox <ui« percentage of the total tumour cell population 

remaining unlabelled and viable after retransplantatlon. Calculations 

based on data presented In fig. 13*

1) Estimated duration of oell cycle 

by extrapolation to 100$

2) Area above curve

between 0 and 14 hr.

3) total area above and

below curve between 0 and 14 hr.

14 hr.

65? units*

5180 unite*

Percentage of viable tumour oell 

population remaining unlabelled

Carve B

1) Estimated duration of oell cycle 

bgr extrapolation to 100J*

2) Area above curve

between 0 and 14 hr.

3) Total area above and

below curve between 0 and 14 hr*

hr.

433 units*

5180 units*

Percentage of viable tumour oell 

population remaining unlabelled » 4
J

«B 8

* Arbitrary units of area deteradned by planimetry.



It is stressed at this point that these calculations are intended 

to serve as a guide to the level of viability of the 00 cells, and it 

is recognised that application of a method of this nature with complete 

confidence would require further extensive investigation*

the results presented in fig. i** also indicate a return to rapid 

cyclic activity of the unlabelled fraction upon reduction of tumour 

mass. However, the results here give a more confused picture due in 

part to the premature termination of the experiment on death of the host 

animals.

Repeat labelling and retransplantatlon control experiment i The results 

of PX$ determination on undisturbed, repeatedly labelled plateau phase 

tumours on completion of and at various time intervals following repeat 

labelling are shown in fi/% 15* On completion of the repeat labelling 

procedure (& x 30 hourly -^HTdH infections), 98.5 - 1*9^ of mitoses 

were labelled* Further to this, analysis of variance of the data 

presented in fig. 15 indicates that no significant variation in FLW 

occurred over a 50 hr. period in the undisturbed tumour.
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PJeoueaion

Hie growth curve indicates that there is no appreciable lag 

fhase in tumour growth* there le an Initial period of exponential
Q

growth which fade® a» the total tumour cell number rise© above 10 

hetwewa the second an! third days after inoculation. During this 

initial period growth is unrestrained and the rate of cell production 

is constant and proportional to the total tumour cell number.

During the exponential phase of tumour growth there is good 

evidence from call cycle, %mB labelling and viability studies to 

suggest that all cells are cycling rapidly and that cell loss is 

negligible, luring this period, therefore, mean ceil doubling time 

and mean cell oycle duration Must be approximately equal and constant 

(table 2).

Subsequent to the latter phase, there follows a progressive 

retardation in the tumour growth rate which can be attributed to an
•bfAtr*W*?' - • •- • . .

increase in the duration of the cell cycle, a reduction in the growth

fraction and am increase in the rate of coll lose. Eventually, the
•/ 

growth rate tends to sero and a plateau phase is reached. This general

pattern of tumour growth is typical of murine aseites tumours (lala 

and Fait, 1966I Fletcher, 1971t Frindel et ai,, 19691 Schlffer and 

Karfeoe* 197** f and Barfod and Barfed, i960),

The rise in iff, vitrq labelling index seen after 3 days (fig* ?) 

is rather curious and does not fit into the general pattern of 

declining tunour growth rate. Comparison of the %Td£ labelling index 

&»terained in vivo with that determined in vitro (taal® 2) indicates 

that for an older tumour rapid cyolic activity is more likely to be 

a feature of an jfc vlt» system* this eug$*stion is supported by the 

oonflictir-g reports of other researchers. Working jLp, vjyo« -avosto 

et al« (I96?» and i^77) «ad  3ja*won et al. (i970) parepo&ed the



existence of a eubpopulation of out of cycle leukaenlc blast cells. •$%fijfy--' * *

However* the in vitro studies of Minden et al. (1978) indicate that 

all blast cells in acute rayoloblastic leukaemia are rapidly prolifer 

ating. The inference here is that in v^tro, conditions are more 

conducive to rapid cyclic activity.

No variation in modal cell sixe could be detected over the period 

of tumour growth studied. The distribution of tuaiour cell size is 

skewed to the right, possibly due to the existence of large polyploid 

cells for which there are few if any sub-dlplold counterparts, or an 

unequal distribution of cells throughout the various phases of cell 

cycle. These results are at variance with those obtained by I eel and 

Fletcher (1969) who revealed significant variation in modal cell size 

between the log phase and plateau phase of growth of an FAT. It is 

unclear whether this discrepancy represents a genuine difference between 

the two tumours or shows that the present method was relatively insen 

sitive. Increase in cell size is usually associated with the ageing 

process in anijaal cell culture ('*reenberg et al., 1977).

During the period of declining growth rate the cube root of the 

total tuaour cell number increases linearly with time. This cube root 

growth pattern is generally associated with restriction of cell pro-
i

llferation to a spherical margin or shell of a solid tumour (Mayneord, 

1932). However, cube root growth has also been observed in solid 

tumours in which proliferation is not confined to an external ©hell 

(Steel and Laaerton, 1966) and In aecites tumours (Klein and Eevesz, 

i9J53). It was proposed (Steel and Lamerton, 19&6) that cube root 

growth could arise when nutrient supply to the tumour is proportional 

to the surface area, as may be the case when the external vaseulature 

is composed of a network of fine vessels. This implies that the 

availability of nutrients and oxygen derived from the vaeculature
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largely responsible for ooatroUiag the tumour growth rate* there is 

much evidence in the literature to suggest that cells are restrained 

from proliferating by essential nutrient deprivation (Stoker, 1972 

 oA Baserga, 19760). This mode of growth control would probably 

operate by restricting macromoleoular synthesis when an essential com 

ponent molecule, i.e. an amino acid, is unavailable (Kelvin et al. t 

1979).

Maoromolecular synthesis could also be limited when energy avail* 

ability is reduced. If tumour cells in culture are deprived of a 

source of glucose then the energy supply (ATP) becomes limiting and cell 

proliferation stops (Live and Kaminsfcae, 1975)* The most significant 

factor relating to glucose deprivation appears to be inhibition of 

protein synthesis (Van Venrooij et al«, 1972). In the case of the EAT 

growing in vivo the host inability to supply sufficient nutrients would 

not appear to be a limiting factor (lala, 1972a, and Burns, 1968), 

rather the availability of those nutrient® to all parts of a large 

tumour may limit the rate of tumour growth (Hirst and Denekamp, 197?)* 

thus in old tumours, cells which lie adjacent to the vasculature axe 

maintained in an environment of £ood nutrition and are able to pro 

liferate. However, cells distant from the vasculature say be deprived 

of nutrients and restrained from synthesisiug BIA«

The decrease in proliferative activity with increasing tumour age 

may be the result of the low oxygen tension found in large aseites 

tumours (Warburg, 1966 and Bel Monte, 1967 and 1969), Harris et al. 

(1970) in am attempt to explain the accumulation of cells in the % 

period of the cell cycle, implicated general hypoxia arid diminished 

frequency of random contact of cells with the peritoneum, where oxygen 

ie transferred from capillaries into the aseites* 

; Increased aerobic glycolysis is a common feature of cell popu-
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latione which have been stimulated to divide (Hulme and Weldetsann, 

1979). The frlycolytic capacity of tumour cells, and particularly 

those of the aecitlc variety is well known (WarburR, 1930 and

Alsenberg, 1961). it appear© that glyoolysis la much nore effective
,,   f 

than mltochondrial oxidatlve phosphorylation in competing for the

available ADP and inorganic phosphate and that a large fraction of the 

pyruvate formed is converted preferentially to lactate rather than 

oxidised via the TCA cycle.

the reasons for this metabolic behaviour are unclear. However, 

it is envisaged that malignant transformation or mltogenlc stimulation 

cause a primary modification of plasma membrane function leading to
,-v *

altered glucose metabolism (Costlow and Baserpa, 1973i Hatanaka, 

1971*! Irefcoary a»d Bose, 1977 wad X*ng and Weber, 1978). Alternatively, 

the mitochondria may have a limited capacity to oxidise the pyruvate 

formed, possibly a consequence of damaged or modified respiratory 

function (tfelnhouse, 1955 fend Wax-burg, 1956). It has been suggested 

(Gordon et al., 19671 Kovacevic, 1971 taaA la Koue et el., 197*0 that 

mltochondrial mechanisms for reoxldation of the MDH generated during 

^lyeolysis are ineffective, and that this could account for excees 

lactate production. However, more recent studies (rionisi et al., 

1970 awi 197**i Cederbaum et al., 1973l Kboli et al., 1976 and 

Greenhouse and Lehninger, 1976 and 1977) have Indicated that one or 

more * shuttle 9 systems operate, in highly &lyeolytic rapidly growing 

tumours at rates sufficiently great to reoxidise all of the HADH 

produced duriug glycelysis*

Fhrllch accltes tureour cells have nevertheless been ehoim to 

derive a significant proportion of their energy requirements frow 

flycolysls (Alsenber&* 19^1) ai»! glycolytlc and exldatlve energy are 

used idth equal efficiency by these cell® for protein synthesis



(Quastel and Bickic, 1959)* However, SAT cells are unable to grow 

under anaezotte conditions (Bio*owa et al., 1968| Krause, 1973 «** 

loffler et al., 1978). There are several possible explanations for 

this. Lack of enenqr for metabolic processes ati&ht result fron a 

reduction in oxygen tension, as production of oxidised cofaetor Is 

ultimately dependent upon oxygen availability* and enzyme inhibition 

would follow after exhaustion of oxidised oofaotora (NAT) and HAD?) 

(Fletcher, 1972). Oxygen dependent bioeynthetic processes, cholesterol 

or pyrimidine base synthesis, night have a prominent role in cessation 

of growth during anaerobiosis rather than reduced energy supply 

(Loffler et al., 1978 and 1980). In addition there 1© the possibility 

that lactic acid accumulation could cause a disturbance of intracellular 

pii and ultimately retard tumour rrowth, although lactate accumulation 

and disturbed intracellular pH in normal tissues has been proposed as 

a cancer promoting factor (Backer, 1972)«

A variety of other factors have been considered to be responsible 

for the changing; growth kinetics of Fhrlich and other arcltep tumours.

The EAT ie aHotraimplantable and can therefore be considered to 

be actigefcically non-specific (Dux et al., 1967). However, occasional 

regression has been observed (Hauschka et al., 1953 *nd 1957), indi 

cating that the vestiges of anti^enic character remain* Host immune 

reactions directed against the FAT have received considerable attention 

(Litiaac et al., 1968, and Marueic, 1979). Hartveit (1965) considered 

the possibility that some cells may be preeoated with donor antibody, 

Frecoated cells would probably be susceptible to lysis when introduced 

into a medium of low protein content in the presence of complement* 

Janik (1969 and 1971) transplanted ?AT cells into xenorenlc hosts 

(rats) ant noted that imnunelofioal rejection of the tumour was associ 

ated with prolongation of the witotic and C| periods* However, no



appreciable lengthening of total cell cycle duration was seen. Choquet 

*t al. (1970) examined the effects of transplantir^ the 1121C marine 

leukaemia into isoftenle and allo^enic hoste. These workers demonstrated 

an increase in cell doubling tine In the primary stares of tumour 

growth and found this to be associated with allo^enic inhibition. An 

additional line of evidence to support the role of immune factors in 

suppression of IAT growth is the observation of DeOoese and "elfant 

(19&B) that administration of antilymphocytic serum (AI3) to plateau 

phase FAT result© in stimulation of resting phase Cg oellc. This mif?ht 

indicate that some form of immune response, abolished by AL?, has a 

role in reducing the tumour growth fraction.

Hclmberg (1962) isolated a dialy&able substance from asciteo 

tumour fluid which was found to be toxic to L-cells in culture. 

Hartveit (1965) considered the poseibility that increase In the duration 

of the cell cycle might result fros altered chromosome number. Lala 

(I972a) theorised that an increase in ploidy could lead to an increase 

in the tlia© required for duplication of the jtpnon** This explanation 

ie feasible in light of the demonstration of an accumulation of poly- 

ploid cells during asdLtes tumour irrowth (Anderssos, 197?)   She results 

obtained from chromosome analysis here and these obtained by Peel 

and Fletcher (1969) seem to indicate that no significant change in 

ploidy level occurs In association with increasing tumour age.

Kore recently it has been shown by the work of Russel (1970), 

Stoield (1976) and Sunkara et al* (1979 » and b) that the biosynthesis 

of polyamines is a prerequisite for WA. replication and cell division. 

A reduction in tumour growth rate ha® been correlated with a reduction 

In the rat* of intracelliilar polyamiise synthesis (Andereson arJ Hel^y, 

1977)* 2* hftE tieen BU*TATested that as the level of extracellular 

polyamine rises, due to release from dead, dying and possibly viable



cells, intracellular polyamine synthesis ie inhibited via production 

of an antigyme (noti-coMpetitive protein inhibitor) which in turn 

inhibits ornlthlne decarboxylase, an en«yme important in polyamine 

ffyr.thesis (Gaugas and Bewey, 1979)» It also appear® that the enzyme 

polyamine oxidase ia capable of Interaction with exogenous polyamine 

resulting in inhibition of cellular proliferation by mean© of oxidised 

polyamine (Tauga® and !>ewey, 1979)* However, the exact nature of the 

latter inhibition mechanism remains obscure.

A more attractive concept which attempts to explain the correlation 

between polyamine synthesis and tumour growth rate involve® the 

availability of pyridoxal phosphate, a cofactor required in polyawin® 

synthesis. It is probable that a reduced enerjary supply, ae, previously 

suggested, would preclude the elaboration of compound © with & high 

energy of formation such ae pyrodoxal phosphate. Consequently, a 

reduction in intracellular polyamine synthesis would be concomitant 

with a reduced growth rate if energy availability was a imjor limiting 

factor.

Cell coupling in normal cell cultures and jln_ vivo has been shown 

to have a role in growth control (Lowenstein, 1973 *nd 197$). 2fei& 

raechaniea in vitro 1® an example of contact inhibition of cell growth 

and is probably mediated bgr the movement of metabolic precursors 

(nucleotldes) through cell to cell §ap Junctions (X*»w@«©tein, 1975)* 

Moreover, malignant transformation and lose of growth control ha© been 

widely associated with the breakdown of intercellular communication 

of this sort (Lowenetein, 1979 aud Stofcer et al, 1979)» However, it 

is hard to see how cell to cell communication could have a consistent 

role in reducing the growth rate of the f AT since cell concentration 

in the aeeites clearly diminishes with decreasing tumour growth rate 

after seven dayrf growth* this latter finding is consistent with the
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observations of Lala and Patt (1966) and Peel and FUtoher (1969).

Specific endogenous mitotle inhibitors, chalonee, were originally 

postulated by Welsa (1952) to account for growth control in normal 

tlseuee. Saetren (19«&) «nd Bttllotigh et al. (1962, 19&* and 196?) 

then provided experimental evidence of epidermal chalones. Subsequently, 

chalone activity was claimed to account for norjsal growth control in 

a variety of tissues (Houck and Kenning* , 1973). The latter workers 

concluded that cancer ie the product of a breakdown or deterioration 

of an Interaction between a chalone and its target cell. However, Bums 

(1969) put forward evidence to suggest that chalor-ee were still active 

(to a decree) in cancerous tissues. He suggests that EAT calls stop 

growing, in vivo, due to the existence of a self-inhlbltine growth 

mechanism dependent on the attainment and maintenance of a critical 

viable tumour cell protoplasmic mass. In support of this theory he 

cites Hauechka and Orinnell (1955) *ho demonstrated that raaxijsum tumour 

cell number for a hyperdlploid EAT (approx. 2n rWA) wa® 2 x 1C, which 

is double that for a hypertetraploid EAT (approx. &n Bl A). In addition

to this Fletcher (1971) recorded a maximum tumour cell number of
o 

approximately 1 x 10 for a hypotetraplold I AT whereas the maximum

tumour cell number attained using the hyperdiploid tumour studied here
o 

was 2*5 x 107 . It is evident, within the limit© of experimental error

and on consideration that the host animal® used in the latter two 

stidies were drawn from separate stock® and would probably afford 

differing growth condition®, that some correlation between maximum 

tumour cell number and ploidy level exists. However, it is not clear 

whether this evidence is really indicative of chalone activity per se 

or Is a reflection of increased competition for oxygen a»«5 nutrients. 

The wofffc of Blohel (1970) and mohel and Donbemowsky (1973) a*8 

provided more direct evidence for the participation of a chalone In the



reduction of growth rat* of the JB-1 marine aacltes tumour. This

have extracted a component of the asoltes fluid which Inhibit®

tumour growth In vivo and In vitro and have 'been able to characterize 

this 'ehalone' with respect to son* of Its biochemical properties 

(Blchel, 1971, and Barfed, 1977 aw? Barfoa and Warcker, 1990).

Mathematical analysis indicates that the irronth of an FAT 1© an 

exponential process limited lay exponential retardation (laird, 196k). 

This Implies that the tumour growth pattern la fitted by a nowpertzlan 

function (Steel, 1977a» and Brunton and Wheldon, 1977). Burns (1969) 

therefore, surest ed that the progressive deceleration IF the #xtwth 

rate could be attributed 'to some Inhibitory process that was evident 

from the earliest stages of tumour rrowth and which Increased with 

Increasing r<u»bers of FAT cells', (a chalcre). Further to this It Is 

possible to show that aioet experimental tuwoiirs, within limits, 

conform to the r*oispertsdan model (irtmton aia$ tftjeldon, 1976).

In ll^it of these ©tudlets, the ressult© of the analysis of the 

growth curve data (fig. 2) are difficult to interpret. It can be «*e& 

from fig. 2 that there 1® a decline In the specific growth rate with 

time which can almost be fitted to an exponential* It would not be 

difficult to contend that the values obtalne*! at ?( S and 9 days are 

sllfhtly h%h due to experimental error, and In fact can be fitted to 

an exponential. Against thl« a very clear pattens of cube root growth 

can be *ee& to emersre , (fifft 3) which i« In arreewent with Klein and 

Reveee (1953) who observed deviation ffcon Initial exponential -growth

7 
when total tumour cell nuaber reached a value between 5 x 10 and

2 x 108 .

 ' In adiltlon to the above acffiH«nt« It Is worthwhile conslderlnp: 

the view of Butter (1973)» *» *« artl«l« ©©uo«i?nlnif the role of 

specific factor® IB tH« control of growth and differentiation Putter



concluded, 'specific feedback inhibitor* (chalones) have been poorly 

documented and, in wort oases , seen more a conceptual possibility 

than an experimentally documented fact*.

The author shares the view that at present there is a lack of 

convincing evidence to support the chalon© hypothesis. With particular 

reference to the FAT studied here it may be seen that any or all of 

the factore previously considered to have a possible role in the 

limitation of tumour growth rate could, in theory, constitute a 'ohalone*

To reiterate? the results of detailed kinetic analysis of the 

EAT Indicate that the tumour irrowth rate decrease© between the second
£

aod thirteenth day after transplantation of 5 x 10 tumour cells. 

This reduction in tumour growth rate nay be attributed directly to 

increase in cell cycle duration, reduction in growth fraction (increase 

In proportion of non-cyclin£ cells) and Increase In cell death rate. 

Additionally, this general phenomenon way be attributed to one or more 

possible factors, the most probable bein^r a reduced availability of 

oxygen and other nutrients.

The next area warranting detailed discussion is that of the out- 

of-cycle or C0 cell and ite method of detection. A number of proposals 

concerning these cells ar© to be presented, but before disclosing them 

it is necessary to consider the cell cafcle data more clorely.

The interpretation of the theoretical PLM curve ha® been described 

jjrevloualy (p« <7 )  However, PH! data rarely if ever conform to the 

theoretical curve, there are two major reasons for this. Firstly, 

most ceU populations exhibit a de^prae of heterogeneity with regard to 

duration of cell cycle, consequently synchrony is lost soon after the 

thyuddlBe administration. Secondly, a® the cells divide the radio- 

label beeches diluted, thus an apparent cell loss occur® preferentially 

from the labelled cohort.



The«e probleae were recognised ty Quastler and Sherman (1959)•• ,.s;t i*-«
wfeo concluded that th0 method of Hlf yielded attenuated data and in

. 5*.,< '•;• ." vri * •.,• '>•' ; •..•«•/ : • •.!,.• ••• ,• " '.-

view of this or.ly crude approximations to c«ll cycle aw? composite 

phase durations were poaeible. Followiiw initial empirical 

of oaii qyc:u data (Q»a©tl*r w»5 Shermant 1959 *n<3 Mendelsohn, 

there appeared a fcattery of th«oretloa3. cell oycl« models (Barr«tt, 

1966| Steel an<? Hanec, 1971 an^ Simotn et al. f 1972). These dmulation 

method® are based on assumptions eonooxnin^ the cell cyol© phaBes and 

residence times of cells within each phase. Experimental data in these 

methods are usually fitted to a simulated curve V computer optimi 

zation.

It is reco^niaed that incompatibility between the experimental 

data and the model exists when tfc® model is ignorant of artefacts or 

special properties which are peculiar to a given experimental cell 

system. Furthermore, computer optimisation is only preferable to 

curve selection ty eye when the assumptions upon which the simulation 

is based are unquestionably correct (Steel, 1977c). Therefore, identi 

fication of discrepancies between experimental data and a river model 

can lead to a more complete understanding of the experimental system 

which is being studied*

Ih* present data obtained from HJf determination for th® FAT 

were atutlvftad by both the empirical method .of Quastler and Shenamn . 

(1959) aix1- the simulation and computer optimization method of Steel 

and Hanes (1971). The results obtained from both laethode leave u© 

doubt that the cell cycle after 13 days of tunou* growth is considerably 

longer in all phasee than that seen after 2 days' growth. 3imilsrlyf 

growth fraction and cell loss calculations based on both -ets of 

results are consistent* However, the oell cycl© parameters for the 

phase tumour are aor« compatible with the growth curve analysis



when eatinated by the method of Quaetler and Sherman (1959)*

^ 1h« moat obvious difference between the results of the empirical 

analysis and the computer analysis concerns the length of the Gj 

phase and consequently the overall cell cycle duration. Die major 

discrepancy between the experimental data and the simulated curve for 

each phase of tumour growth relates to the positioning of a peak for 

the second wave of labelled mltosest

In the case of the 2 day tumour most of the experimental points 

on the second peak lie above the theoretical curve, this phenomenon 

Is known as 'enhancement1 . Dr. C« ft. Steel (personal communication) 

advised that the appropriate course of action was the redeterminatlon 

of the FLM values between 15 and 30 hours. This advice wa® not taken 

since it was felt that the results of a pilot cell cycle experiment 

(open circles fig. 6} supported the position of the curve Indicated 

in fig* 8, Thus, the hand drawn curve now encloses a larger area under 

the second peak implying » preferential accumulation of labelled cells*

The possible explanations for this include, reutlllsatlon of 

^HTdR normally associated with a substantial cell death rate* 

Alternatively preferential scoring of labelled cells could be a source 

of error particularly when samples are heavily labelled but lightly 

stained* Finally, if a rapidly proliferating stem cell pool exists 

which has a much higher labelling index than a more slowly prolifer 

ating fraction within the cell population, then enhancement would occur

In the case of the 13 day tumour the curve Is damped heavily* 

The theoretical first peak fits well but beyond this the data 

fall below the theoretical carve. This phenomenon Is known as fade 

and is one of the most common discrepancies encountered with analyses 

based OB * conservative simulation model« that is, a model which



maintains the same area under each successive peak. Fade might be 

caused by the progressive loss of labelled proliferating cells and 

would occur if the -^HTdR had a toxic effect upon the incorporating 

cell or if there was dilution of the radiolabel by cell division. 

The existence of a slowly proliferating stem cell pool could result
\!..S ..." -y

in fade. Alternatively, the replacement, during the course of the 

experiment, of labelled cells in cycle with unlabelled and initially 

non-cycling cells could produce a similar effect. In any event it 

would have been preferable to extend the sampling period to beyond 

100 hr. However, the sampling period was limited by the life span of 

the host animals* '

The results of analysing the TIM data by empirical and simulation
'v;. ) ' . •- -N' .' ,..;"• » .. -,

methods appear to correspond closely enough to allow the confident 

formulation of a repeat labelling experiment.

Based originally on hand drawn curves a programme of ? x 10 

hourly injections of ^HTdR was used to label all cells with an estimated 

maximum cell cycle time of up to 110 hr. and an estimated minimum 

S-phase time of 10 hr. The reasoning behind this schedule made use of 

a knowledge of experimental design used by other workers (Peel and 

Fletcher, 19^9i Dombernowsky and Haxtmann, 1972 and Siracka and 

Fappova, 1978). However, it was felt prudent to extend the duration 

of the effective labelling period to 1^0 hr. in view of the results of
* - • '

computer analysis. With regard to the number of and interval between 

^HTdF injections required to label all rapidly cycling cells it 

aappeared that one injection every 10 hr. was over-sufficient and likely 

to be cytotoxic (Cleaver, 19^7 and Beck, 1980). Therefore, the number
;.'• ..i V S ' ;i -••>•, .:, «••;-•' : • •->•

of injections was reduced to 4 at 30 hour intervals.

When compared with the number and timing of injections used by 

other workers for repeat labelling of experimental tumours (Lala,



1972b| Bichel and Domberaowsky, 1973l Blapson-Herren et *!., 

Hartmum et al. f 19761 and Slracka and Pappova, 1976) & x 30 hourly 

injections appears to be relatively sparse. However, repeat labelling 

in this case was performed on a truly plateau phase tumour with a 

relatively lomr oell cycle time. Other studies (Bombernoiraky and 

Hartmann* 1972 and Simpson-Herren et al* ( 197*0 hftve &««& conducted on 

tumours prior to the attainment of plateau phase and which consequently 

have a shorter oell cycle duration*

Veinstein and Mooney (1980) used a similar repeat labelling pro* 

cedure to the one used here for an analysis of cellular proliferation 

kinetics in human hair roots. Their results indicated that ^ x 12 

hourly injections of ^HTdR were sufficient to label all proliferating 

cellsi the oell cycle time of 39 hr* and S-phase time of 11 hr. were 

previously determined by the PLM method of Quastler and Fherman (1959). 

Ho recruitment of cells w&e observed during the repeat labelling pro 

cedure*

Determination of HI! for non-aspirated tumours following b x 30 

hourly Injections (file. 15) indicates that in excess of 98$ of cycling 

cells become labelled using this regime, Bichel (1973) achieved a 

maximum PIM of only 95^ 2^ hours from the start of continuous labelling 

and attributed this to a failure of some cells, traversing &$ at the 

start of the experiment, to complete mitosis*

The probability that resting asoites tumour cells recycle in situ 

upon transient contact with the vasculature emphasises the artificiality 

of aseites tumours according to Steel (I977c). However, the slight 

decrease in HI* following the final %TdB injection (fig. 15) 1® not 

significant and therefore precludes the possibility of "o cells recye* 

1^J1^ i» situ. The present data confirm earlier work by Lala (I972b) 

which discounts the possibility that GO cells in KAT resume rapid cyclic



activity in the undisturbed tumour.

,,^ ^ The result of repeat labelling (**«* 12) is the accumulation of 

labelled cells which progressively approaches lOO/'. This procedure 

has been advocated as a simple method of establishing the growth 

fraction (Yankee et al., 196?t Peel and Fleteher, 1969 and Terz et al*, 

1977)* This is not the ease (Steel, 1977b)« However, use of this 

method to determine the growth fraction In certain human tumours, where 

the eell loss factor is small and the out-of-cycle population is large, 

nay well be valid.

Steel (I977b) demonstrates how, given sufficiently precis® con 

tinuous labelling data, it is possible to determine the nature of eell 

loss from a tumour. Thus a repeat labelling curve which asymptotically 

approaches 100; Indicates eell loss occurring predominantly at the end 

of mitosis or non~prsferentially from all phases of cell cycle, whereas 

a continuous labelling curve which quickly reaches 100$ indicates a 

hi£h degree of preferential eell loss from the non-proliferating com* 

partment. . , ,

In the ease of the EAT studied here, the initial sharp rise in 

percentage labelled cells (fl&# 12) Is largely due to labelling of 

rapidly cycling tumour cells. However, as the percentage of labelled 

cell© rises above 70 the rate of accumulation of labelled cells falls. 

This is due to the gradual replacement of unlabelled non-proliferating 

cells with labelled non-proliferating cells which were rapidly cycling 

at the start of the experiment (Isla, 1972b, and Steel, 1977b).

The gradual approach of this curve (fig. 12) to 100$ is suggestive 

of eell loss, non-preferentially, from all phases of cell cycle. This 

is contrary to the results obtained by Lala (I97#b) and Dombemowsky 

(1972) who concluded that eell loss during the plateau phase of growth 

of an ascltes tumour occurs preferentially from the con-cycling com-



partment. The discrepancies between these data may be explained by 

the fact, previously considered, that the present experiments involve 

a tumour which has reached plateau phase of growth, and during the 

course of the experiment a considerable decline in total tumour cell 

number is evident (fig. 1). However, the work of Lala (I9?2b) and 

Dombemowsky (1972) involved tumours which had barely reached plateau 

phase and which either increased or maintained total tumour cell number 

throughout the course of the repeat labelling procedure. It is proposed 

that the more even balance between cell loss from the non- and rapidly 

proliferating compartments demonstrated by the present data and as shown 

by those of Dombemowsky et al. (197*0 Md Siracka and Pappova (1978) is 

probably due to the increasing susceptibility of rapidly cycling cells 

to highly anoxie conditions, the latter being a feature of very advanced 

ascites tumours.

On consideration of all these factors it Is proposed that the 

plateau phase tumour cells which remain unlabelled after 4 x 30 hourly 

-*HTdR injections, and which have been shown to retain the ability to 

resume rapid cyclic activity, can be considered to be cell cycle arres 

ted or extremely slowly cycling (Te in excess of 1^0 hours) i.e. HQ cells,

The results of re transplanting a repeatedly labelled uraour show 

a bimodal return to cycle of r,Q cells. A bimodal return to cycle would 

result if the G0 cells resumed cell cycle in at least a partially 

synchronous fashion. Synchronous division on restimulation of out-of- 

cycle FAT cells in vitro has been previously demonstrated by Loffler 

et al., (1978) and Merss and Schneider (1980). In addition, Balyaeva 

and Ivleva (1977) showed that retransplantation of terminal phase 

ascites hepatoma 22A cells resulted in an initial synchronous division 

of previously out-of-cycle cells and that the duration of the first 

cell cycle was independent of the time previously spent in CQ phase.



this trend (fig. 13) is perhaps suggestive of an initial return 

to oyole of Og arreeted eelle approximately 5 hours after retrans- 

plantation9 followed by the appearance in mitosis of previously 5j 

arrested cells approxinately 20 hours later* However, this latter 

possibility is unlikely due to the necessary timing of the first cell 

cycle after retrar^plantation* Cell cycle analysis indicates a cell 

cycle of approxinately 18 hours for a two day tumour, and further 

kinetic analysis suggests that this is conetint from transplant up to 

the third day of tumour growth. Thus if it can be accepted that the 

Mnodal trend indicated in fig* 13 reflects a partially synchronous 

return to cell cycle of Co cells then all G0 cells t feasibly arrested 

in C| t would return to cell cycle within the first IS hours from 

transplant. This timing of initial rapid cell cycle is consistent 

with that discovered "by Feel and Fletcher (196*9)*

Comparison of the results obtained by retrar.splar.taticn (fig. 13) 

with those obtained by greatly reducing tumour mass (fig* ifc) does 

not help to resolve the problem concerning the identity of the out-of- 

cyde phase* The results of greatly reducing tumour mass indicate a 

smaller non-eynchroru us return to cell cycle of flo cello. The difference 

between the curves shown in fi^s. 13 and 1& is a reflection of the 

conditions prevailing in the donor peritoneal cavity following tumour 

aspiration, which are probably not entirely conducive to rapid tumour 

cell growth. In addition, anaesthetic used during the pereutaneou© 

aspiration procedure could well have an effect on the rapid return to 

cell cycle of the % cells*

An attempt to estimate the extent to which recycling of i:"0 eelle 

occurs on tumour retrancplantAtion is described on page •; -1 5, The results 

of this analysis indicate that a majority of % cell® remain viable* 

the model a escribed is based on a partially synchronous return to cell



cycle of predominantly 0* aireeted cells. However, if thf c&lculatlone 

ar» revised to allov consideration of the area above both trough*. 

(fig. 13) t the viability of a ootiBl<1*raTaa* majority of non-cycling 

$*Uft is still Indicated.

1&» validity of this method rests on certain assumption which 

noedl <juallflcfction, lh« nodol requires that all cells are restlaulated 

acd maintain some degree of eynchronoue pro^reao through the cell 

cycle for at least 15 hour©, there are two reasone for suspecting 

that these conditions nay not be satisfied. Papld lose of synchrony 

with this cell system Is a feature of cell cycle analyele an* it

generally accepted that the C phase has *tepth* t consequently, sone 

GO cells require more time to re-enter cell cycle than others 

(Au^enllcht and Baser^av 197^). In addition, extrapolation of the 

curve back to 100?C also assuaes malnterjuice of a high degree of syn 

chronous division.

Application of the above atsuffiftlon® clearly indicates potential 

sources of error* Therefore, it Is poroporad that this model be adopted 

here only as a demonstration of the viability of a majority of non- 

eyclin^ cells.

In conclusion, it is evident that the existence of a non- or 

slowly cycling sub-population of twftour cells oontributee to a process 

of reduce^ tumour growth with increasing ty»our tm* The elaboration 

of the out-of-cycle cell population 10 most probably due to 

oxyper and/or nutrient availability. The viability of the 

of the non-cycling tumour cell population has boen demonstrated* Hie 

application of -Mae repeat labelling pr0eeStir«t herein descrl'lwsfl, 

the visualization of a proportion of 0® tumour cells In the plateau 

phase of tumour growth.



Studies



Introduction W; ,..,,.,,... 4 T , :, ?V, ?,.,,.& *-..,.. • - ; .. 
.^^tlie concept of non-cycling or Q> cell»f capable of 

mi tonic following application of an appropriate stimulus • was the 

product of oell kinetic studies of the early i960*0 (Mendelsohn, i960 

and 1962i lajtha, 19631 Celfant, i963 nA C!avosto et •!., 196**). Since 

that time the most important questions raieed have concerned the 

metabolic or biochemical etatu« of n^ cells* In the first instance 

the problem that arisen is whether apparently non-cycling cells can be 

classified as cells with an elongated "^ phase or ae being in a true 

G^ phase (Frescott, 1968i Fox and Bardee, i97i| Costlow and Baeerga, 

1973i ^^ Baeerpi, Costlow and Kovera, i973).

Hon-cycling or C^ cells «5o not eyntheaize DtfA and it can be appre 

ciated that in this respect non-cyclir^ cells are metabolically deficient, 

This is currently used a@ the criterion for the definition of non-cycling 

cells. The study of non-cycling cell® lc therefor® hifjhly problematical 

since cycle arrest almost invariably occurs in either the pre~ or post- 

DFA replicative phase and such cells cannot easily be distinguished 

from cycling cells* Hie existence of the 3-phase marker (radioactive 

3&B) would facilitate discrimination between S-phase cycling and S-phase 

arrested cells in normal cell populations at least (laserga, 1976a and 

Steel f 19773). This point emphasises the importance of the quest for 

an expedient biochemical marker for 10 (Sama, 197^a and 197**b and

» 1977).

Investigations into the nature of non-cyolin|c cells forming part 

jfcyjgg system have been largely restricted to the Idnetic 

behaviour of the cells upon stimulation (Barlca, 1965i Cbodfe and Hichter, 

19731 and Hartaann et al.» 1976)* It i© within io.,n|tjpp cell system® 

that the metabolic behaviour ©f non*cycline cells ha® bean more closely 

studied (Basergrat 1976e),



„_,., I!** information drawl from tiGau* culture ayeteaa ha* therefore'v TV*- A -#.. >,'/'

proven invaluable to the current understanding of the metabolic status 

of non-cycling cella, However, there are (several problems inherent in 

thle approach, ttaera IB the Major difficulty of extrapolating in vitro 

phenomena into an jU. v|y.o ayetenu It is well recognised that cellular 

interactions observed in vitro nay not reflect the events which occur 

vivo*

Attempts to denton&trate poeeible biochemical differences between 

cycling and non-cycling cells have involved the ©quatinf of stationary 

phase cells in culture with Co oella* Ifcis approach may not be strictly 

valid eince stationary phase cultures tend to retain a deiree of cyclic 

activity (Van VenroolJ et al., 1970 and Ihomae. 1977) and the behaviour 

of stationary phase culture® 1® highly variable depending on cell type 

or culture conditions used (Baeerfra, 19?6c). Feverthelesa, eowparatlve 

in vitro has revealed both quantitative and qualitative

variation between stationary phase and "+ cells.

Beckftr et al. (1971) demonstrated reduced levels of protein and 

BM for stationary phase Syrian ha&st«r cello. In addition* electro* 

phoretic analysis Bube«quently revealed that the protein complement of 

the stationary phase cells was qualitatively distinct from that of ''"+ 

cell® (Beoker and Stannerst 1972)* However, further examination of 

virally transformed cell® In culture ohowd that stationary phaee was 

associated with reduced protein synthesie and Ices of viability but no 

reduction in R-A content (St&nners «t al. t 1979) « Similar conclusions 

have been reached by aasy other researchers (Fox and Bardee« 1971s 

Salas and Gre^n, 197i| Bupdee and l>ubrow, 1977* **^ Abel&cn et al., 

1979)* ^bese flndimr© awmeat that virally transformed cells do not 

enter a true reetlmr c* (J0 yluwet bat Must either "grow or die* (Stofcer, 

1972) « In »any other respect® transformed ceil® to resemble tuwour



cells (Stoker, 1972 and Bonten, 1976") . Primarily, both systems do 

rw)t show the (5 e^ree of growth control an3 social behaviour shown by

their normal counterparts,

The use of specific metabolic inhibitors to induce quiescence 

(cycle arrest) has often led to the conclusion that the inhibitory 

process employed has a natural role in cellular growth control (Hand, 

i975t Kelvin et al.» 1979 and Loftier and Schneider, i960). Hds may 

not be the case since specific inhibition of cellular protein synthesis, 

for example, would be expected to prevent 1M synthesis and division* 

Conversely, a naturally quiestcent cell may be capable of protein 

synthesis (Bums, 1$6& *nd Epifanova et al., 1980). these methods do, 

however, provide a convenient approach to a difficult problem.

the aim of the present experimentation was to attempt to examine 

the metabolic status of non-cycling tumour cells subject to the 

constraints generally associated with |^.y^fO physiological conditions, 

It was considered appropriate that such an examination be conducted or 

individual cells in order to achieve a precision not possible ueing, 

for example, biochemical extraction techniques*

Using the repeatedly -^HTdB-labelled plateau phase FAT as a model 

system for the visualisation of non-cycling tumour cells (Gelfant* 

1977) analysis of their biochemical characteristics was made* This 

work parallels that of Bichel and Bombernowsky (1973)» Feel and 

Fletcher (1969) and labutti et al. (1969) in which the DM contents 

and kinetic properties of non-eyolln^ tumour cells were studied, This 

method of visualising non-cycling cells is not, however, without its 

limitations, the most serious problem encountered relates to the 

possibility that during the course of the repeat %T&H labelling pro 

cedure a proportion of cells leave the cell cycle after becoming laV 

tiled. Hie implications cf this for the interpretation of the results



urn become apparent. th* eunrait work advances a etajre 

the above mentioned <wep«rlB«itatlon of Bleh«i (1973)* 

and neteher (1969) and Oabtttfcl «t al, (19*9) 1* n»l«t <&tt»l

and mabcequent oytophotoaetrio detetniBatiOB of individual

DKA, RKA ana protein contents,

the ftottiod of Klofar ot al* (1969) «*« u^«d for MlcrodeKGltoiBetrlc 

•stlnatlon of Ix^lvldual call rUA and KJ?A conter.tn aM that of Dei t oh 

(1955 «nd 1966) for ttl<jrod«n»ito««tric estimation of indlYiduftl cell 

15|;A acd total protoixt oont«nte, fhaaa method a are preferable to alterna 

tive prooeduren uein^ for example methyl jcrean pyronin (this dye also 

interact® with non-histone protein* INdtefi* 1966) or a«thyl«i« blue or 

chrome alum, Binoe the latter ntotlioda require sequential

to bo Hade before and after extraction of one or other of 

the two nucleic acid types plus bound tfy«- stuff.

131th re*axd to Feulr«n cytophotometry (as applied hex*) It la 

recognised that the validity of thie »etho^ has been rigorously ques 

tioned by naay investi/ratcrs (for review© see Swift, 1955 *&& ^«ucht«n» 

ber^er, 1956)* The Feul^ren reaction is ROW universally accspt©5 as beirs* 

a aost reliable technique f me the eetiia&tion of cellular PITA oontent. 

Furthermore, the Feulgen technique of DM estiKation affords a r>tandard 

by which new nethods are aaeos&ed (Filkuka et al,, 1969 ancl Allison and 

Fiidolpho, i960)* Kevertheieaw tHe resulte of separate experiaentc can 

only be compared .If the ©tainiivr conditions are carefully standardized

(Pukuda et al. f 1977).

Finally, the i?«&aur^eint of the optical density of microscopic 

biological mterial after specific stainii^ has aseociated profelasis, 

the aoet serious of «hich so far eBootmter«4 is- that of 'distributional 

error' (l©ucht«mb«rf<r®r, 195§ aM T^enaeleohn, 1966)* When the stained 

oaterial to bo taeasured la optically non-hoaK>eQKeous Bear*® lair cannot



be applied and serious error results. However, measurement of a large 

number of very «m»T> oonpoeite areae by Manning the sample with a
'•• . V ,•*;.,! ,':'. ':" YV.X'*"-". ;»'W;'- ' ' i:/t "'.'•. 1: • ' • :• . :

email nucleus of lifht and eubsequent Integration of each Measurement 

peralte accurate mlorortenisltouietry (Pearae, 1972 and Fukuda et al« f 

1977)* Ibis scanning method waa employed In the present nlerodezielto**
'. '\ '*•,'.''•''", *y- • •

metric analyses.

A farther refinement to this IB the two wavelength scanning method* 

devised by Fujlta et al»* (1972). IMe nethod oombate the problem of 

light scatter (Fukuda, 1977)* It waa not possible to u«e this additional 

technique IB the current work since all samples were dually stained.



Materials and Kcthoda '^

* '•'*' ^M <k'«taift« tti^' wm 'initially oMelned 1» the form of a dry 

powder froa I. Turr ltd. (London), unless otherwise stated. Prepar 

ation of staining solutions and other reagents used in quantitative 

cytocheBdcal analysis was ass follows t

One *rram of pararosanilin (colour index, CI ^25CC) was

dissolved with 19.0 gn sodium metablsulphlte in a 0.15K solution of Hd 

%y stirring in the dark for 2 hr. at room temperature. The final volume 

was nade up to 1 litre with C.15N HC1. the etain was decolourleed by 

shaking briefly with 0.5 «* 1.0 gn activated charcoal i the solution was 

clarified by filtration, the pH of the etainlng solution was adjusted 

to 2.0 just prior to uee.

Ci CoriphoeiMn 0 solution (CI 46020) was prepared in

elffillar fashion to that for pararosanilin, however, decolour! eat Ion 

was left uncompleted and the reagent remained pale yellow. 

lallooyapin Cforoae Alum. (^CA)i Five graae of chrome alum, analar 

grade, obtained from BDH Ltd. (Poole) was dissolved in 100 ml dig ill ed 

water, and after the addition of 0*15 pt gallooyanin the solution was 

boiled gently for 5 fti&* ^ho pR was then adjusted to 1*6. The stain 

was prepared anil filtered Just prior to uee*

Kashthol Yellow 3 (HYS)i la^thol yellow S (CJ1 10315) w*s used at a 

concentration of 0.1$ in a \% solution of acetic aeid. Hie pH was them 

adjusted to 2.8. The stain was prepared and filtered juet prior to uae. 

Pipage anrl FNase i J^xyribonuoleftse * I and Eilsonuolease - A, originally 

isolated from bovine pancreas, were obtained from the Sigma Oiemical 

Co. I*td* (Do*»ett ingland). iaoh en«y»© wa® made up separately to a 

concentration of 0.2 m&/*3L In * 0*i» tri©/aoet4te buffer at pH 6,5 

thle enag«e» obtained freai Sig«a (0,1*) «as prepared as a 

solution in C.2P! Trie/acetate buffer at pi! 7.0.



Feulgen Hydrolysis Curvet The optimum hydrolysis time was determined 

for the Schlff'B reaction in 1AT cells and normal mouse thymocytes. 

Smears of cellular material, fixed previously in absolute methanol for 

10 mln., were rehydrated in running tap-water, rinsed in distilled water, 

and In IK HC1 and then immersed In IN HC1 at 60°G for various periods of 

time from 2 mln. to 18 mln. Following hydrolysis, smears were rinsed 

"briefly in cold IN HG1 and then stained with pararosanllin solution for 

1 hr. at room temperature. Smears were then rinsed In 3 x 10 mln. 

metablsulphlte baths (prepared from 0.15N HC1 i 10$ sodium raetablsulphlte 

i H2C J Iilil5) followed "by running tap-water for 30 »ia. *nd finally 

dehydrated in a graded series of alcohols and cleared In xylene. All 

mlcrodensitometric specimens were mounted in oil of identical refractive 

Index to that used for the oil Immersion objective employed. 

retermlnatlon of DHA and R!?A content within the same cell. Principlei 

Mlcrodensitometric determination of single cell DNA and RKA contents 

was made according to the method of Klefer et al. (1969)* This method 

employed a basic dyestuff OCA (which interacts with both PNA and RKA) 

In conjunction with corlphosphln 0, a 'Schlff type* base which Inter 

acts with DKA alone under the conditions used. It is possible to 

utilize these two dyes In the same specimen since their absorption 

maxima are sufficiently distant to allow Independent assessments of 

each to be made. Light absorption for OCA and eortphosphin 0 was 

measured at 5*5 nm and *f65 nm respectively on a Vlckers M86 scanning 

microdensltometer.

This method required four separate preparations of tissuet

1) GGA stained only.

2) Coriphosphln stained only,
; •"'•-,'. '-••?• ' •

RHaee pretreated and GCA and Corlphosphln stained. 

GGA and Corlphoephin stained.



Integrated density measurements made on preparations 1, 2 and 3 

Were used to determine factors fi, f2 and f3 respectively. This was 

necessary since each stain either contributes to, or has an effect on, 

the total reading obtained at the absorbance maxima of the other. In 

this nay, a measure of the relative RNA bound :CA and DNA bound oori- 

phosphin C per cell was obtained from the OCA and corlphosphln C 

stained preparation (fc), the final values being derived from manipula 

tion of the density measurements made at both wavelengths using factors 

fl, f2 and f3 as follows!

" 51^ Determined from preparation 1)
ODGCA 065 

Oori fr6 Determined from preparation 2)
515

Now, since each strain contributes to the total absorbance at both 

wavelengths, total absorbance for a dually stained preparation isi

515 3CA 515 * °DGon 515

A relative measure of the UNA bound GoriphosiJhin 0 
per cell is then given byi

515} - (f lf2 * °BTOTALAI. 515 
i - (H

Where the total absorbances (^^^^ «|« ^^ ̂^«) !«• measured 

from the dually stained preparation (**},

Ihe determination of DNA and RRA bound f?CA (OJ)fCA 

easier by virtue of having already calculated

515 * TOTAI 515

This value is now adjusted in order to obtain a measure of 

relative BKA bound GGA. This Is possible since the quantity of BNA 

bound OCA is proportional to the coriphoephin 0 quantity and the DBA

75



bound OCA can be established by prior treatment of a comparable tissue 

preparation with BNase,

Thereforei f3 » ^CA (DHA) 51ft Determined from preparation

.•l ' ' '

CA (RMA^ 31 <* **** value for BNA bound fiCA, Is fdven byi

(RNA) 515 " OB^CA 5*5 " ^f3 * 01)Cori ^ 

r,CA (RKA) 515 " 0!)TCTAI 515 ~ ^ 4^ OI)Gon **65

Thus after measurements at each wavelength on tissue stained with 

both dyestuffs two values for each cell were calculated. These values 

were taken as relative measures of DHA bound oorlphosphln 0 and HHA 

bound ''CA and it can be seen that If the two dyestuffs behave in a 

stolchicmetrio fashion when binding to the BRA and HKA under the experi 

mental conditions, then effectively this is a measure of the DKA and 

BNA content of the cell*

Naturally, Klefgrr et al. (1969) were at pains to demonstrate the 

stoiohlometxy of these stains under the appropriate experimental 

corlltions and henee the suitability of this method for oytophotometric 

estimation of DM and MA* However, in view of the difficulties concerned 

with control of staining conditions and reproduciMlity of results, 

added to the possibility that the origin, and perhaps the quality, of 

the etaininr reagents used in the present work could have been at 

considerable variance with those used by Kiefer, It was felt that the 

most prudent course of action was to test the coriphosphin C and "CA 

over the ran^e of experimental conditions under which they were expected 

to function stoichlometrlcally. Therefore, the tests originally pre 

scribed and performed by Kiefer were repeated, using FAT cells, normal 

mouse lymphocytes and rat thymooytes*

Stalnln/T procedures, (D?iA and P.HA contents determination)! Smears of 

either fAT cells or normal mouse lymphocytes were air-dried and fixed



in absolute methanol for 10 mln. ft*e smears were rehydxated In 

running tap-w*t*iv rineed in distilled water and treated according
' ' •' .,"* '-*:,. ' - :'•!> '.''•" •' "i •'•• '",•' • '•

to one of 8 processes*

, i) Hinaed in IN HCd, hydrolysed in IF HC1 at 60°C for 10 Bin* 

and stained with Pararoeanilin according to the Fenlgen reaction scheme 

previously described*

ii) Hydrolysed aa in (l) but etatned with Qorlphosphlm 0 according 

to the Feulgen reaction scheme,

ili) Immersed in GCA stain and placed in a dark cupboard for 40 

hrs. at room temperature. The smears were then rinsed in running tap- 

water for 30 min. dehydrated in graded alcohols and cleared in xylene.

iv) Immersed in GOA as in (iil) prior to washing and Feulgen 

treatment as in (ii).

v) Pretreated with RJJace for 60-90 min« at 37°C followed by 

OCA treatment ae f^lven in process (iil)*

vi) Pretreated with FJ'aee as in (v) followed lay dual etaining as 

given in process (iv).

vil) Pretreataent with Blfase for ^5 * 75 s*ln, at 3^0 followed by 

OCA treatment a® given in process (ill).

vili) Pretreataent with nia®e as in (vil) followed by dual staining 

as given In process (lv)»

Measureffient of WA and RKA eofitett^. of C^ gejj[.^t In order to determine 

DKA and K>A valuee for "o cells it was necessary to stain ^HTdH 

labelled preparations according to procedures (li), (ill), (iv) ar^ 

(vi) above, after removal of autoradlofrraphic silver grains, tltistained 

autoradiographe, mounted in euparal, were initially photographed under 

low power (Kag* ac 128) 03ase contrast. Re~ex8®ti3ation of ^iears under 

high power enabled labelled and unlabelled cells to be indicated on 

photographic aap®, the a»ta>radlographlc silver grains were then



removed according to the method of Bianchi et ml. (19$0 as foliowe i 

Mounted autoradiographe were warmed briefly so that the cover-slip 

could fee remove^ easily, the autoradiographe were immersed in euparal 

essence for 2 min., followed Iggr xyiene 2 min. f methanol 5 *iiUt 50% 

alcohol 5 »in, t distilled water 2x5 «!». and immersed in a 7,5$ 

solution of potassium ferricyanide (KJPeCJ^) for 3 min. The smear®, 

now devoid of silver grains, were first washed in a 20f solution of 

sodium thioaulphate for 5 «in, «nd then distilled water for 3 it 1 adn. 

Finally, renoval of the autoradio#rraphic gelatin base was achieved by 

trypeinisation of smears at 3?°G for 10 - 15 »in» Smears were then 

washed in running water for iO Bin. before staining Miorodensito- 

metric measurements were made of appropriate cells by referring to the 

photographic mape.

Deteridpation of MA and Protein cocterst within the mm* celli In this 

experiment, designed to determine the relative DKA and protein valuer 

for C0 and cycling cells the dual staining method of Beitch (1955 and 

1966) was used.

Autoraditwrraphe of pulse labelled 2 and 5 day tumours, pulse 

labelled 12 day tumours and the eame 12 day tumours repeatedly labelled 

were stained with Feul^en reagent (par&roGanalin) according to the 

reaction scheme already outlined and then immersed in ITS for 30 min., 

washed in i.0£ acetic acid ior I min. and dehydrated in three changes 

of t-butyl alcohol and cleared in xyiene, the smears were then mounted 

in Inversion oil, DM determination was made by direct measurement of 

W:A bound p&rarosanllin at 5^0 urn and total protein deterrelnatior. was 

made ty direct measurement of protein bound. HYS at ^35 nrc. Since these 

readings were performed on autoradio^rraphs, only unlabelle*3 cells were 

measured| such cells were, therefore, either %, Gg, -0 or mltotlc cells* 

Iregentatior. of results of dual stoicin^ experlaentu Fxplanatlon of



the presentation and analysis of the result > of single cell DBA and

BKA and DM and protein determination has been incorporated into the

results section (p, 90 ) where it Is more immediately comprehensible.

Hoy oytofluoroaetric (FCM) analysis of EAT cells with aoridine

orange (AC) staining

(i) Aoridine Orangei A stock solution of AC (Si^ma), Iw/ml

in deionised water naa diluted it20 before use.

(ii) Staining and Analysisi 3tainln£ was perforated accordinr to

the method of Love (1979). Ten Rierolitres of the diluted AC stock

solution urns added to 2ml of a suspension of plateau phase (12 day)

EAT cells in PBS, pH 7.0 - 7.4. Die final cell suspension contained
£

2 - 3 x iO cells/ml. The mixture was incubated at roon temperature

for 5 Bin. The stained cell sample was excited with UV light (b86 nm) 

and readings were taken ©f emission® occurring at 515 * 575 n» (green 

fluorescence) and 600 * 650 nm (red fluorescence)*

The displays presented (figs* 33at b, c) represent the accumulated 

distribution of 10^ cells.



Hesults

Feulren hydrolyeie curvea (IK HC1 at 60 C)i The resuit8 presented in 

fig. 16 are plots of mean aboorbance per cell (arbitrary units, AU), 

determined at a wavelength of 5*^0 ri» for various cell typee which 

previously had been subjected to treatment with IF HC1 at 60°C for 

variouB tines prior to reaction with the Sohiffe bane. Each point on 

the curves represents a nean value for at least 25 interphase cells or 

10 mltotio figure*.

These results indicate that the optimum hydrolysis (IK HC1 i 6c°C) 

time for Feul&en staining of ascltes tumour sin ear preparations is 

10 ndn. In accordance with the staining procedure outlined by Swift 

(1955). Beitch (1966) and Fletcher (1971) and in the present methods 

section, p. 74 , an hydrolysis time of 10 atin. in IK HC1 at 60°C was 

carefully observed.

Absorbance -profiles* The absorbance profiles for ascites tumour cells 

stained with pararoeanllin, coriphosphin C, TGA, and naphthol yellow 

S, are given in figs. 1?, 18, 19, and 20 respectively. The abf oibance 

profiles for dually stained tumour cell preparations, coriphosphin 0 

- OCA, and pararosar.ilin - naphthol yellow S are #lven in fi#s. 21 and 

22 respectively. The absorbance profiles for dually stained prepar 

ations appear not to vary significantly from corresponding profiles 

for singly stained preparations.

Arrows marked on the horizontal axes of figs, 1? - 22 indicate 

for each dye-stuff the wavelength (A nm) at which subsequent measure 

ments of optical density (CD) were made. It can be seen that the 

wavelengths selected in each case do not correspond precisely with the 

absorbance maxima. This tactic of measuring optical density just off 

the absorbance peak Is designed to ensure increased transaittance, 

thereby reducing error due to non-random dye distribution (Leuchtenberger,

8Q
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1958).
"I !•'' 9l "i. f.'S >'*

Estimation of Individual oell DNA and PKA relative ^ntents t system
'•' , -. •• •.•>••• •;.••?••: * ' ... ^ ,.;-, •;••-,i; ,

analysisi The faster* fi» f2f ana f3 rejxresent the ratio of the 

optical density measured at the appropriate ab&orbance wavelength of 

GGA, coriphosphin C and GOA respectively to the optical density 

measured at the appropriate absorbance wavelength of eoriphosjMn C, 

OCA and eoriphosphin C respectively. These ratios are for singly 

stained and in the case of f3, KJJase treated and dually stained prep-
* V- ;. I ..•> ,.,\,

arations, and are listed in table 4.

Aft expected, valuee obtained for the factor® fl and fj show no 

tissue dependent variation (Kiefer et al. 1969) and aooordingly the 

values indicated (table 4) have b$en applied consistently in all 

calculations.

The value for the factor f2 appears to be subject to variation. 

A significant difference between f2 values determined for normal 

peritoneal cells and EAT cells was observed t More importantly sig 

nificant variation (P<0*0i) in the factor f2 was observed between the 

different classes of tuacur cells indicated* Discrimination between 

large and small tumour cells was raade by a simple visual identification 

and in order to avoid bias, cell classification was recorded prior to 

perforaing optical density Reasureatents*

On the basis that significant variation (Student's 't 1 test, 

F^C.Ol) exists between the aean f2 values determined for the groups 

indicated (table ^), application of the appropriate f2 value to 

calculations involving cells of a specific class or group was consid 

ered to toe Justified* Comparison of cells within the same class 

ueinff appropriate f 2 values should not present any special problems 

since the sane factor has been applied throughout the said group* 

However, it should fee noted that the results of trial calculations
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Table *»
Determination of factors fl, f2 and f3 for computation of single cell
\.t? ,•-• *»••..• :
DNA and RUA relative contents.

CT* 
f i * &"lfM for ^allocyanin stained preparations

for Corlphosphin 0 stained preparations

f<>r dually stained preparations,
following RJTaae treatment.

fl (all ceM types) - 1.^ - 0.1

f2 (mitoses, tumour) - 5*7 - 1»6

(SKall, tumour) 8.^ - 0.8

(large, tumour) - 7.^ -1.1

(Normal peritoneal cells) - fc.O - C.8

(all cell types) - 0.7 - C»l
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th* c«n classes indicated, using a single average value for f2
v'^'t^v^fes.®.;!*5? 'f«

across th« board, varied from the presented reeults (fi^. 25) *>y
' J '' • i»».^v -,. ,-t,^'- .;.,, . \ 1 ' v-.;,!*^,?,',';. ., .C.t .'-*1 ..,' - '" •- '. .; ,

leas than 2#.

Varloue cell types were stained with either ccriphosphin C or 

pararosanilin using the Feulgen technique* The reeults of optical 

density measurements for comparable cell typee are ftiven In table 5* 

By comparison with pararosanilin staining the proposition Is supported 

that total cellular coriphosphin C content provides a &ood measure of 

cellular D1TA content.

Additional tests were made, similar to those devised by Kiefer 

et al. (1969) to compare the performance of coriphosphin C and GCA 

staining under single and dual staining conditions. The revsults of 

these tests are presented in tables 6a, 6b, 7, 8 and 9,

Tests pertaining to the performance of ^UA staining (tables 7, 

8 and 9) indicate a consistent reduction in optical density associated 

with -HA and FNA bound f"JCA under conditions of dual staining. The 

results of testing coriphosphin C under conditions of dual staining 

(table 6a) indicate a slightly variable performance. Subsequently, 

the relevant data for assessment of coriphosphic C performance under 

dual fctalnlng conditions were abstracted from a second experiment, the 

ultimate object of which wa& the neasuHtte&t of EEA and H!?A relative 

contents for cells labelled and unlabelled after repeat %TdB labelling. 

The data derived from this second experiment, presented In table 6b, 

conform to the level of performance required from coriphosphls 0 

uno'tr dual staining condition®,

P'resentatlon of results of dual staining experimentst It is useful 

at this point to explain fully the format and rational® for the method 

of presentation and analysis of the cytophotometric data, the data 

presented in this chapter, excepting those which constitute a pre-
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Preliminary ttlcroaensltoaetric analysis of <lual ctalplng wethod for 

determination of individual pell T>KA and RKA contents

Test ji To assess the stolohl owe trie ralatlonehlp betwen 

<2orlpho«phln 0 and DNA In th« F«oM:«ii reaction. Co«parl»oii with 

pararosanllin/Feul^en staining.

recorded .iii*__AJJ«

Nomal mouse thyaoeytes 

Normal peritoneal cells 

Tumour cells: 

Kltotlc figures 

Interphase (2n)

Fararoeanllln
(A

Corl|)hoBphin 0 
(A ̂ 65 mi)

9.3
9.3

23.9

12.1

11,3

11.6

28.9

15.6

C.82

0.80

0.83

C.?8



Table 6a

$»»tjt CorlphoBphin 0 content for different cell types, with and

without dual 6

OtUL. tt> Corlrhogphlr 0 eonten at

*OIW 0 (465) CD^»rt 0 (^65) 01? /OD without
- (with CCA) (without OCA) 

Kormal mouse thymooytes 7*9 11,3 0.70 

Korraal peritoneal eel IB 7,2 11,6 0.62 

TiBiour cells

Kltotlo fl«ta»c: lfe.7 28,9 0.51

Icterp^ase (2n) 7.6 15.6 0,^

Iteit thyraocytee 7,fc 12,5 0.59

* calculated values



6b

(feriffcosifcin 0 content for different cell types, with and 

without dual staining* These data abstracted from experiment to 

determine DNA and HKA contents in repeating %K$ labelled tumours.

Cell type Cori^osphin content at 465 nau AU<

*CI)Cori 0 (465) OIW 0 (465) CD /CB nithout

Komal peritoneal cells 6.9 11.7 C»59 

Tufflour cells:

Mitoses 30.4 3i.4 C.65 

Interpose (2n) iO.O l$A 0.65

* calculated values.
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Table 7

Test 3i DJ?A bound OCA content for different cell types with and

without dual staining.

Cell type Callocyanln content at 515 ma* AU

(515) (515) OD /to without
(with Gorl 0) (without

Corl 0)

Hormal nouse thynocytes 9«?

Formal peritoneal cells 10.1 22.4 0.45

Tumour cells :

Wltotlo figures 27.6 76.7 0.36

Interphaee (2n) 13.4 41.9 0.32

* calculated values



Table 8

T»ft *»t RNA bound GCA content for different cell types with and 

without dual staining.

Poll tye tlallocyanln content at 515 na» AU

*OIW(515) ODocA(5l5) OD ^/CD without
(with Cori 0) (without

Corl C)

formal mouse thynooytes 9.7 26.6 0.3? 

Bat thyaocytes Ik 9k &.% 0.2?

In view of satisfactory correspondence obtained In test 5 and the 

fact that HCA Ic lost equally froa T5KA and RKA upor hydrolysis (Klefer 

et al., 1969) tumour cells were not examined.

-MV . ..•"-. • ;• ;

* calculated values
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[i WA and RKA bound f?CA content for different cell types with 

and without dual staining.

Cell te

Koxnal mouse thymocytee 

Komal peritoneal cells 

Tumour oelle: 

WLtotlc fl^nres 

Interphii.8e

^lallocyanlp content at 515 PP. At?

(515)
Corl 0)

8.2 

8.8

2^.0

(515)
(without 
Corl 0)

27*8

103.3

wlth/or without

0.29

0,36

0.23

0.36

calculated values.
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liminary test, were derived from two basic experiments t determination 

of Individual cell PNA and FNA and PNA and protein. In each case 

normal peritoneal cells found in the ascitec were used as an internal 

standard. Those normal peritonea!) cells which were located adjacent 

to a tumour cell of interest were measured and a sample of at least 15 

normal peritoneal cells per slide was considered to be adequate. DM, 

FNA and protein contents for individual tuaour cells were subsequently 

normalized by an appropriate factor (Ull et al., 1978 and Raju et al. t 

1980).

This manipulation of raw data may eeem to be an unnecessary 

complication. However, this procedure serves to enhance the accuracy 

of the technique. Cytochemlcal preparation© are notoriously difficult 

to reproduce even when stained simultaneously, and variation in 

different parts of the sane sample is not unknown. In the present 

experiments it was necessary to pool data from at least 5 different 

swear preparations for the SNA determinations and 11 preparations for
•'•• '•>

the protein determination.

DHA data from all experiments are plotted in histogram for® (fl&s. 

23, 2*i, 26, 27, 29 and 31) and combined tNA and SNA and DKA and protein 

data are presented in ©cattergram fora (flft«, 25» 28, 30 and 32 

respectively). Further conversion of the scattergraa data to T^NA/BM 

and P^A/prctein ratios was necessary to allow statistical analysis. In
• -y.-'-j- - ' . ' -

this way various cell groups were examined for the existence of
*»> : ,. ,.,••;»•. ..'v^i. -,:•• •».-~f"':: '--,.^ r̂ *-'" : v . •-'•".-. •

variation between the observed WA/RKA or TJNA/proteln ratios. Two 

types of statistical analysis were used for thlei Student's 't' test 

and the tea Whltney 'U f test, (Siegel, 1956 and Clarice, 1969&).
if •* ••;.;•• " 
•*.•'• *.-' '

of individual cell t*HA and. HKA oc. tents for unlabelled

cells, labelled cel&s and mitotic figures following repeat "HTdR 

labelling i 1h« I?FA distribution, determined by th© method of Kief er
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•t al, (t969), for 1*1*11*3 cells awl mitotio figures following 

repeat ^HTdB labelling appears as a histogram (fig. 23). The DNA 

distribution here is broad, being representative of cells distributed 

throughout all phases of oell cycle (excluding mitosis), although a 

preponderance of cells appear to be of r^ - phase PNA content. The 

DKA distribution for the corresponding unlabelled fraction ofLcells 

(fig* 2b) all of iihieh are G0 cells, also shows a considerable spread. 

However, the DNA distribution here is skewed further to the left than 

that for the labelled fraction. The aean DNA content for normal 

peritoneal cells is denoted by an arrow on the base line of figs. 23 

and &.

The combined DKA and BKA data for unlabelled cell* (Oo ) t labelled 

cells (mostly cycling cells but all of which have synthesized DKA 

within the previous 90 hr«) and mitotio figures are presented as a 

aoattergram of 3$?A vs RNA (fig. 25)» This seatter&raa is the pooled 

measurements made for 5 repeat -TfMB labelled 12 day EATe. Bach point 

on the soattergram represents the relative DKA and RNA contents of one 

oell. The Go cells can be seen to occupy the lower area of this diagrams 

59£ of GO cells have BKA values of less than 0.5 arbitrary units 

whereas only 25% of labelled cells fall into this sone. In addition, 

J?% of labelled cells have BKA contents of greater than 1.0 arbitrary
\

units and only 15$ of Co cells (half of which are of G2 DNA content) 

have as much RNA.

In order to facilitate assimilation of the data contained in fig. 

25 and provide a system of valid comparisons, BM/PKA ratios were 

derived for each cell. The mean ratios together with sample sise are 

indicated in table 10* Naturally, no ratio was determined for cells 

which registered a negative RNA content, and such cells were therefore 

excluded from statistical analysis, table 12. negative BKA values were
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fftlved for 8 cellsi 6 Co , 1 labelled and 1 mitotlc figure. If It 

were possible to include these 8 cells In the statistical analysis 

then enhancement of separation of the n0 cells from the rest of the 

cell population would result.

The mean DNA/PKA ratio for no cells is considerably greater than 

that for either the labelled fraction or the mltotlc cellU. inference 

to table 11 indicates a highly significant difference between the Go 

population and the other groups and no significant difference exists 

between the labelled fraction and the mltotlc cells. Further comparison 

of 3O cells, of DKA content of less than 1.35 arbitrary units with 

labelled cells of the same UNA content aprain reveals a highly significant 

difference between the mean DNA/FKA ratio determined for these groups. 

Even when all 1O cells which have DHA/RI3A ratios of greater than 10 are 

excluded from the analysis, the remaining "o cells retain an average 

I5HA/RNA ratio of fc.fc (- 2,*) which is significantly greater than that 

for the other groups (P<C.Cl).

Determination of individual cell DBA and protein contents for cells 

of differing tardiferative statust Itois second cytophotometrlc 

analysis examines DHA and protein relative contents for ? cell types 

after either pulse or repeat -^HTdH labelling. These cell types aret 

rapidly cycling cells with G^ and ^2 £KA contents (unlabelled after 

pulse labelling at 2 days of tumour growth), two populations containing 

different proportions of cycling O* and ^0 cells with GI and Cg BKA 

contents (unlabelled after pulse labelling at 5 *&d 12 days of tumour 

growth), a population of pure 10 cells (unlabelled after repeat %TdR 

labelling at 12 days of tumour growth) and mltotlc figure® from each 

pulse labelled preparation.

'The WA distribution, determined according to the dual staining 

method of Peltoh (1966) for unlabelled cells and mltotlc figures after
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Table 10

Suaa&ry of data pertaining to MA/RHA ratios for tumour colls after

repeat ^HTdK labelling at 12 days.

Cell type

Unlabelled

Uhlabelled (IDKA content ̂ 1.35 AU)

labelled
• ', ! ' •• . ' '"'

labelled (l?KA content ̂ 1.35 AU) 

Kitosee

DNA/RKA 
ratio (

6.60 (

8.79 (-11.6)

2.75 (-3- 3)

2.21 (-2.0)

2.^7 (-2.1)

Saaple si 15® 
(Cell No.)

B5

102

25
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"Sable 11

Statistieal analysis of data presented in table iO.

Comparison of mean 
UNA/KM ratios for 
the following cell typesi

00 vs Labelled

10 (!?HA content-^1.35 AU) vs
Labelled (T5KA content ^1.35

<• :
Labelled vs Mitoses

^ Vft

Result of statistical
analysis

Whitney Student's 
test H' test

P<C.OOi P^O.OCi

P^O.OCl

p^o.od

JJo reason to reject mill hypothesis

ill



pulse labelling of 12 day tumours are given in fig* 26. The corres 

ponding UNA distribution for 'S0 cells ie given in fig, 27. The 

features of note here include a broad distribution of DM contents 

associated with the aneuplold statej the ENA distribution for % cells 

IB slightly skewed to the left relative to fig. 26 but the pulse 

labelled 12 day distribution Includes a higher proportion of 02 cells. 

Arrows on the base lines of fi&s. 26 and 27 show the mean PKA content 

of normal peritoneal cells,

Combined DKA and protein data for the groups of cells defined in 

the histograms (figs, 26 and 27) are expressed in fi#, 28 as a BNA vs 

protein scatter$ram. Faoh point in fig. 28 represents the EKA and 

protein content for a single cell. This soattergram contains the pooled 

data from 5 tumours. In this case protein values determined for Co cells 

are clearly lower in comparison with those determined for 12 day inter* 

phase (^1/^2) cells (a proportion of which is likely to be in Qo) *»* 

mitotic figures*

The UFA distribution for unlabelled cells and mitotic figures after 

pulse labelling of three 5 day tumours is shown in fig. 29* There is a 

general bimodal trend indicating a broad distribution of cells with ^ 

BKA and rather fewer cells which correlate with the mitotic TKA level 

and are most probably "2 cells. The mitoses in particular demonstrate 

a cell system with a high decree of aneuploidy. The narrowed S| peak 

here as compared with that of the corresponding 12 day tumour is possibly 

the result of a reduced sample size.

the DEA distribution for unlabelled cells and mitoses after pulse 

labelling of three 2 day tumours is shown In fig. 31. There is a 

bimodal distribution of cells. The major peak lies at the hyperdiploid 

£t?A level and the minor peak corresponds to the Dl^A level observed for 

mitotic figures. This indicates that the population of "i cells is
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larger than that of G2 cells. The width of both the Cj and mitotlc
•* •/'

peaks is Indicative of aneuploldy. However, the distribution of DM 

contents observed for the 2 day tumour (fi^. 31) Is considerably less 

than that observed for the 5 day tumour or the 12 day tunour.

The DKA data presented In fi^B. 29 and 3! are combined with 

corresponding protein data as ecattererarae (fi^e* 30 and 32). Each 

scattergram contains the pooled data from either three 2 6ay or three 

5 day, pulse labelled tumours, each point being representative of the 

BNA and protein content of one cell. The points marked for the 2 day 

tumour are skewed to the left ae demonstrated by the corresponding 

DKA histograms, (fl^s, 29 and 31), The mean protein content for 2 day 

tumour cells (3«0-1.2) Is less than that for 5 day tumour cells 

(3«?-1.6). However, because of the skewed UNA distributions measured 

for 2 day tumour cells there is no apparent variation in the TUA/protein 

ratios for 2 and 5 day interph&se cells (table 12), Th* values 

recorded for the protein contents of raitotio figures in the 2 day 

tumour are greater than those for thp 5 day tumour* This is evident 

from the mean pNA/proteln ratios (table 12).

"DKA/protein ratios were determined for the cells represented in 

. 28, 30 and 32. The mean BHA/protein ratios for 2, 5 and 12 day

» nitotic figures and C0 cells are presented IE table 12. 

Iftere appears to be little variation between the Bf^/proteln ratios 

obtained for ~i/"2 cells at various stages of tumour rrovrth. This is 

confirmed by the results of statistical analysis presented in table 13* 

The SNA/protein ratios obtained for mitotic figures increase with 

increasing tunour a^e and significant variation between 2 day mitoses 

and all other cell classes Is apparent. The Wb/yrQteln ratios for 

5 day and 12 day mitoses are not siipiiflcantly different from any 

other dass of interphase cell, with the possible exception of
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Table 12 » * i '

Summary of data pertaining to DKA/proteln ratios for tumour cells 

after repeat ^ITDIR labelling: at 12 days and pulse ^HTdH labelling 

at 1?, 5 &nd 2 days*

Cell group T^A/protein Sample elee
ratio (^F) (Cell Ho.)

fL (Unlabelled after repeat 
at 12

Unlabelled (after pulae 4
labelling at 12 days) °«* (" •*> l°°

Mitoses 12 day 0.50 (- .13) 25

Unlabelled (after pulse 4
labelling at 5 days) 0.45 <- .09) 50

ffltoses 5 day O.fofc (- .06) ^5

Unlat, ailed (after pulse ,
_ . ... A . . % 0.^7 (-0.12) 100
labelling at 2 days) r \ • /

Mitoses 2 day 0,37 (-0,06) 25
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variation between 5 Aay mitoses and 12 day ~i/H2 cells. The highest 

ENA/protein ratio of 0.70 (^0.32) *a« obtained for GO cells. This 

value is significantly greater (P<O.CC1) than the BKA/proteln ratios 

determined for ^/^ oelle or mitotle figures at any stage of tumour 

growth.

the reeults of variance analysis of the data shown in fifs, 26, 

29 and 31, which depict the !WA distributions of <">\ Interphase cells 

and mitotic figures, are &lven in table \k. Comparison of the TWA 

distributions for 2, 5 and 12 day tumours indicates an accumulation of 

cells with heteroploid BNA content in the plateau phase of tumour growth.

The results presented in table 15 were calculated from fi#s. 26 

and 31. The distribution of cells within the various compartments of 

cell cycle are shown for a log and a plateau phase tumour. An accumu 

lation of cells within the '^ and Gg phases of cell cycle during the 

plateau phase of tumour growth, at the expense of the 3-phase and. 

mitotle phase populations is evident. However, reference to the histo 

grams (figs. 26 and 31) tends to suggest that there is sometimes 

difficulty In ascribing a eell to the c^ or «Tg phase owing to the large 

heteroploid presence, particularly in the 12 day tumour, 

Flow cytofluorimetrlo analysis of acridine orange stained plateau 

phase EAT cells t Figures 33a, 33^>t and 330 represent light scatter 

vs. green, ll^ht scatter vs. red and green vs. red fluorescence 

respectively. Ihere appears to be a broad distribution of DKA and FKA 

contents, and some suggestion of srroupin^s. However, none of these 

data indicate existence within this tumour of a sub-population of 

cells which are biochemically distinct.
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Table 14

Determination of variance ratios, to compare the DKA distributions ci 

$1 interphase cells an*4 mitotio figures at 2, 5 &n<3 12 days of tumour 

growth. (Data contained in fl&e. 26, 29 anA 31).

Comparison of variance between TKA distributions for Hi interphase 

cells derive* from 2, 5 »wi 12 day tuaours.

2 VB 5 <^ay *P>C.l

5 vs 12 6ay P<C.OC5

2 vs 12 day P<C.CC5

Comparison of variance "between BKA distribution for mitotic figures 

derived from 2, 5 an^ 12 day tumours.

2 vs 5 day *P>0.1

5 VB 12 day PO

2 va 12 day P<O.C€5

* No reason to reject null hypothesis*
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Table

Distribution of cells ID various compartments of cell cycle*

Tumour age % Cells

2 day 3&.4 

13 day 50,8

Values for S are given In vivo labelling Indices*

Values for M are given by In vivo nltotlc indices.

Values for G^ and Gg are give® by Feulgen mlcrodeneitometrlc

eetlmatioa of single cell DKA contents*

C*2

3.8

14.9

S

59.1

32.8

H

2.7

1.5
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Fig. 33* Contour display of an acridine orange stained 
sample of FAT cells. The contour levels range 
from 25 celle (outer trace) to 5C€ cells (inner 
trace). Hreen fluorescence (measured at 515 - 
675 nm) is plotted as a function of light scatter 
(cell size).
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RELRTIVE LIGHT SCflTTER (chonn©I no.)

33* Contour display of an acrldlne orange stained 
sample of FAT cells. The contour levels range 
from 25 cells (outer trace) to 500 cells (inner 
trace). Fed fluorescence (measured at 600 - 
65C nm) is plotted as a function of light scatter 
(cell size). j; ,
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33c Contour display of an acridIno orange stained 
sample of EAT cells. Ihe contour levels ran^e 
frow 25 cells (outer trace) to 1500 cells (inner 
trace)* Fed fluorescence (measured at 6CC - 
650 ran) is plotted as a function of 
fluoresoence (measured at 515 - 575



,-"/• The aneuplold character of tumour cell populations, with respect 

to both chromosome number and DKA content, poses a problem In F«ul*>en 

cytophotometrie analysis. This is beoau«e some ^ tumour cells will 

thus have the sane level of DNA as some S-phase tumour cells. The 

combination of oytophotometric analysis with autoradiofraphy IP therefore 

mandatory In order to eliminate confusion betwern aneuplolrt and S-phase 

cells. , ., , _•. .,, ; . . . . ..

The problem of aneuploidy impin&es upon the test results for the 

13$ A i EKA dual staining method presented here. tfo error due to variation 

in BKA content would be expected for the normal cell types included in 

the stud;/ and these results provide the most useful indication of the 

reliability of the method. However, the valid comparison of two differ 

ent treatments of the tumour cell population clearly assumes the measure 

ments of optical densities for two equivalent groups of cells. Thie 

point ml^ht help to explain why the results cf tectiiv this dual staining 

method correlate poorly compared with the results obtained by Klefer 

et al. (1969). In spite of this, the atoichiometrlc relationship 

between coriphosphin C and DNA as compared with that between pararosani- 

lin and DKA appears to be remarkably good* >

.. Some significance must be attached to the variability in f2 values 

obtained for the different cell categories indicated previously. It Is 

difficult without further investigation to produce a satisfactory explan 

ation for the discrepancy seen here. The reeults obtained mifrht be 

associated with variations in ohromatin condensation states of different 

oell types« This phenomenon has been recognised previously (Rln^ertz 

and Slcund, 1?69| Pingertz et al., 1969 and 1970, and rarzynkiewlce 

et al., 1969 and 1979a) and has been connected with chromatin variation
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in actively proliferating cell populations Olicolini, 1977. and Millet, 

1979)- This explanation implies that non-homogeneous dye distributional 

effects are responsible for the variation eeen in the factor f2. 

However, this is unlikely since the use of the scanning procedure for 

mierodensitometric analysis should eliminate such discrepancies.
. - '.'n>H '-,' • , - , ...--,

Leuchtenberrer (1958) points out that optical density measurements 

carried out too far from the abeorbance peak may introduce error® other 

than non-random distributional errors. These include unspeciflc light 

loss and amplification of noise disturbances in the photosmltiplier tube 

leading to increased percentage error.

The inconsistency in f2 values between various cell types was not 

observed by Kiefer et al. (1969) and these workers applied a single f2 

value of 5«&U determined on a lymphocyte population, to all calculations 

irrespective of cell type. The reasons for variation in the factor f2 

remain obscure, however, application of the appropriate f2 factor for 

a #iven cell type would seem appropriate, whereas application of a single 

f2 factor across the board would not*

The wide distribution of DKA contents observed for pulse labelled

tusoure and mitotic figures is characteristic of a heterogeneous cell............. . •.../.,-.
population. Ibis result is in agreement with the chromosome analysis 

presented earlier. The modal IWA content estimated by Feulgon cyto- 

photometry is clearly hyperdlploidf this also corroborates the results 

of chromosome analysis. Absolute correlation between cytophotonetrioally 

determined ?EA content and chromosome number in tumour cell populations 

is not possible. This is due to the existence of abnormally elsed 

fihromoaomes in tumour cell populations (Bohm and Sandritter, 1975)• 

Therefoi , the results presented here are taken as an indication that the 

FAT studied exhibits considerable aneuploidy around hyperdiploid modality 

with respect to both DM content and chromosome number.
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^ ** The broad distribution of SNA contents seen here may be typical 

of ascites tumours* Other workers (Bichel and Dombernowsky, 1973l 

Andersson ajid Kjellstrand, 197** and Loffler et al., 1978) have also 

observed considerable heterogeneity in UNA contents determined for 

H^-phase aeeites tumour cells. In addition, Feel and Pletcher (1969) 

observed marked heterogeneity with respect to the chromosome number 

and cytophotometrioally determined single cell UNA contents of a hypo- 

tetraplold SAT*

The DKA distribution for fto cells suggests that cycle arrest 

occurs at some point or points within the 0^-phase, A small percentage 

of the non-cycling cells have G2 UNA contents, but these could either 

be arrested in the H2 of a diploid cell cycle or the T« of a tetraploid 

cell cycle* The further possibility exists that some of the non-cycling 

cells are arrested in S-phaset Oollste et al. (1969) reached a similar 

conclusion following FCK analysis of leukaemia and urothelioma cells, 

although these workers did not consider the possibility of aneuploidy. 

It is difficult to envisage S-phase arrest in view of the current 

ideology which insists that ores UNA synthesis has been initiated a 

cell is irreversibly committed to complete the division cycle (Baeer^a 

et al., 1965a and b, and 1976b)i the exception to this beinf ^g-phase 

arrest (^elfant and Smith, 1°72| Frescott, 1976 and Celfant, 1977).

The BUA distributions for non-cycllnr cells represented by the 

histograms in fUs. & and 27 differ from those for \/^2 c*lls 

following pulse ^HTdE labelling. With particular reference to those 

cells considered to be of C^-phaee Wk content, the non-cycling cells 

no longer show the unimodal trend previously considered to be a feature 

of the G| interphase cell population. This feature ml^rht be attributable 

to the following! normal peritoneal cell contamination of the measured 

tumour cell sample, contamination of the measured cell sample with non-



viable tumour cells, the presence of eone r% arrested cells or the 

measurement of a group of tumour cells which have adopted an altered
. , ^

chromatln configuration and consequently have registered an apparently 

reduced DKA content. An alternative explanation might be possible 

following reappraisal of the Feul^en TMJA distributions for pulse 

labelled cell populations from tumours of various a^ee. This appraisal 

is presented below*

It appears from detemination of tumour cell TSEA distributions at 

2, 5 and 12 days (fits. 26 , 29 and 31) that there is an increase in 

heterogeneity concomitant with tumour a&e. This observation is made 

with particular reference to the peaks which are representative of the 

Cl^-phase DT'A contents for 2, 5 and 12 day tumours* Excluding the poscl- 

Mlity of a cytophotometrie artefact* the increase in tumour cell 

heterogeneity ie postulated to represent an accumulation with increasing 

tumour a<?e of cells with heteroploid DKA contents predominantly in the 

C|»phase of cell cyde.

An increase in tumour cell heterogeneity, on the basis of ehromosome 

analysis, has previously been discounted as being responsible for the 

decrease in growth rate of the FAT, There are several explanations 

which aeootmt for the apparent discrepancy between the oytophotowetric 

data and chromosome analysist there is either a selective or general 

increase in chromosome eiae which could feasibly be deioonstrated by 

karyotypiR^i a change in the chromoBorae number £oes occur tajt was not 

detected by the chromosome analysisi or the newly selected or accuau- 

lated heteroploid cells have a reduced capacity to divide* This third 

alternative could not preclude the possibility that the accumulated 

heteroploid cells participate in the cell cycle since analysis of 

ndtotlc figure H»A distributions also showed an increase in heterogeneity 

concomitant with tumour •&•• In any caset it has been shown (Tribukait



and Skog, i960) that an increase in the size of the genome does not 

result in an increase in the duration of the S*phaee since families 

of genes undergo simultaneous replication (Prescott, 1976). This 

contradiote the earlier theory of tala (1972a), referred to in the 

discussion in chapter 1, that an increase in ploidy could lead to an 

increase in 3-phase duration*

the GJ DKA distributions determined for non-cycling cells and 

shown in figs. 2U and 2? no longer show the uninodal trend previously 

considered to be associated with the 0^ interphaee cell population. 

This is now px mented as evidence for the accumulation of non-cycling 

cells which are members of both the 'stem cell* line (Bohm and Sand- 

ritter, 1975I Bosman et al., 1979 and Sandber^, 1980a) and newly 

selected heteroplold cells. Further evidence for the existence of both 

a 'stem cell* and an accumulated or selected heteroplold tumour cell 

population comes from kinetic studies. The FLM determination for the 

2 day tumour shows enhancement vihich could be explained "by the existence 

of a rapidly dividing 'stem cell* population. The possible biphasic 

re-entry of non-cycling cells following the re-transplantation of a 

repeatedly labelled plateau phase tumour (fig* 1*0 is also possible 

evidence for two or more sub-populations of non~cycling cells. Similar 

conclusions have been reached by Viebel and Baser&a (1968), DeOce&e and 

Gelfant (1968) and Gelfant (1977) following kinetic analysis of EAT 

cells in vivo, -....,.»

Any explanation of the change In DKA distributions seen during 

the course of tumour growth must ultimately account for the restoration 

of the relatively narrow Wk distributions associated with the 2 day
V •'''..- ' .' • -

log phase tumour* Within an heterogeneous cell population the prolif- 

erative abilities of various entitles or sub-populations could be 

different. If the prollferative abilities of these sub-populations were
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, . •. * : ,• -.*•>. ,
aependent on the microenvironmental conditions, then variations in these

conditions could act to change the proliferative balance. It might be 

envisaged that the existence of a sub-population of heteroploid cells
>• *••• "•''?.'-, ''- .

is the result of aberrant mitosis (asymmetrical division is a common 

observation). The possibility that these cells have a reduced capacity 

to divide and enter a non-cycling phase could lead to the conclusion 

that the non-proliferative compartment of FAT cells is a preferential 

pathway to cell death (lal», 19?2b). Upon transplantation of the plateau 

phase tumour the 'stem cell* population would probably out-^row the 

less rapidly dividing heteroploid cells \ for example, it is well known 

that if a cell culture is contaminated with rapidly dividing fibroblasts 

or HeLa cells, the more slowly dividing cells become overwhelmed and 

disappear from the culture. Furthermore, it follows, that as a cell 

becomes larger (a phenomenon associated with increased ?NA content) the
-**, ;-< J " ..' • *

surface to volume ratio decreases. If molecular traffic across the 

plasma membrane is retarded as a result of decreased surface to volume 

ratio, then larger cells are at a nutritional disadvantage compared
V I M . '••-,,•_ , • •-„!" "~ ; •" i

with seller cells (Hausehka et al., 195?)• Thus smaller, near diploid, 

cells would tend to outgrow larger heteroploid cells. Alternatively, 

the accumulated heteroploid cells may not have completed their first 

division cycle at this time (2 days). Consequently, they could be 

engaged in PNA synthesis and therefore not accessible to the cytophoto- 

raetric analysis of a 2 day EAT ae described on p 118.
•>• * ' '. -•? - •. "•.--,- ,.-• . ', • > ,. . ' . .

It can be appreciated that the heterogeneity of the SAT cell
,o<, ^ • K
population with regard to DNA content, chromosome number and prolifera 

tive status is complex and poses problems in cytophotometric analysis. 

However, analysis of non-cycling cells in a heteroploid/aneuploid
'.- --.i - •-.:»?• .-i >' • .:' ' ' - -v " . -. . *:. , •- ' •' • '.. ., " --.,• ;

tumour cell system is probably more closely allied to the fundamental 

understanding of tumour cell proliferative characteristics than analysis
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of stationary cells In culture. This le not least because Increased 

t3$A contents and aneuploldy are clearly associated with malignancy 

(Bohm and Sandrltter, 1975t and Sandber^, 1980b).

Interpretation of the TNA and RHA and ?NA and protein data requires
%*,!,# ,:•'- l
",>V"»-* -'•••' \

the comparison of T5KA/RKA and ^NA/protein ratios. "Hie rear.ons for 

this are threefoldi it IB difficult without reference to sou® form of 

simple numerical aid to assimilate the data presented In fir?. 25, 28,
•' " '••*. U . ' ,.,'.'. •' .'>•""•"''..•• ,.;v

30 and 32 since no clear ^roupinffs are evident. Formulation of a ratio 

for Individual cells allows statistical analysis and thirdly, a reference 

point Is required In order to compare the PM and protein contents of'' j.( '*-

cells with different ̂ FA contents. It Is difficult to envisage related
' ' ' f """** ' j • r

cells of different THKA contents possessing BFA and protein complements 

totally unrelated to the respective genomes.

The results of determining DKA/RKA and DNA/protein ratios have 

been analysed using two statistical techniques, the $ann Whltrey *U* 

test and the Student's 't' test, Both tests are employed to assess the 

extent to which any observed variation between two groups of experimental 

data could have arisen by chance* For analysis of the data presented, 

the *t* test is suspect because the distribution of ratios is heavily 

skewed, the 't* test is however, robust fdarke, 19&9b) and should

give reliable Information in the majority of cases. The Mar.r VMtney
• -1 ••. *' .' . ' • *'

'U* test is the non-parainetnc equivalent of the *t* test and is 

applicable where the data are non-normally distributed. Ihe Mann Whitaey 

'U* test is more appropriate in view of the skewed distribution and 

the 't' test is Included for comparison purposes. The fact that the 

results of the *t* test and *U* test correspond BO closely (tables il 

and 13) tends to surest that variation, where Indicated, Is real,

The results of microdefmitometrlc analyad® provide jrood evidence
"': '-' "• ' , ' :•-« ^ *-••' ••* •

that the total protein content of tumour cells In the non-prollferative
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phase Is reduced. It can be Inferred from this that protein accumu 

lation must occur before progress through cell cycle and DHA synthesis 

ean occur. Similarly, it is apparent that the BNA content of non- 

cycling cells is reduced, Thie observation could account for the 

reduced protein content seen in these non-cycling cells and supports 

the observations made by Frindel et al. (1970) and Benz and Cadman (1981) 

on whole tumour extracts.

It can be concluded that the overall metabolic status of non- 

cyclinir cells IP reduced and that activation of some process or processes 

operational at the transcrlptlonal level is necessary before re-entry 

into cell cycle can be said to have occurred.

The demonstrable inequality between non-cycling and cycling cells 

appears to be more clearly apparent in the case of protein content rather 

than that of RNA content* This phenomenon is possibly related to the 

fact that as with many biochemical processes, Initial variations become 

greatly augmented as a metabolic pathway is followed. A single molecule 

of mRNA for example is read several times prior to its destruction. 

However, the connection between protein and RMA levels in this way could 

be seriously influenced by dissimilarities between the procedures used 

for their determination.

The observation that total mitotic protein content is elevated 

over that of interphase cells suggests that there is some cyclic vari 

ation. Ihis cannot be explained by the presence of non-cycling cells 

within the measured interphase group since this disparity is most 

obvious for the 2 day tumour where the growth fraction tends to unity. 

However, It is known (Zylber and Penman, 1971 and Miroelaw and 

Baglloni, 1979) that protein synthesis falls dramatically during 

mitosis, and some catabollsm probably occurs before the start of the 

-phase. , „ * • " •• ' . "
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Gaub (1977) has indicated that nuclear non-hletone protein content 

is reduced in ^o tumour cells and has concluded that thifs indicates a 

post-mitotio series arrangement of the "?o - ^ phases. That is, the 

non-proliferative phase exists as an entity which ic distinct from and 

occurs prior to the ^-phase (Smith and Wartin, 1973, and Brooks, 1977). 

This view is contrary to that of Baser^a (19760) and Stannere et al. 

(1979) which states that only normal cells enter a true Co phase, and 

tumour cells become arrested in H^ possibly due to having RKA which is 

relatively acre stable (Leibhabrr et al., 197B). An alternative view 

is that certain restriction polnto nay be situated within or towards 

the end of ~|-phase (Preecott, 19?6| Pardee, 197*4 and Pardee and Dubrow, 

1977). It ie possible to see that celle arrested adjacent to the "-/S 

bouyjdary would already have a full complement of the relevant FNA speeiee, 

enzymes and other macromolecules necessary for the Initiaticr of the 

S-phase. In this case cells would probably be restricted from entering 

SHphaee via a mechanism involving cyclic nucleotides (cAr'P, cr?!?), 

protein |*ioc0iorylatioR and specific ^ere repression (Fasmuseen, 1970f 

Burner et al., 1972> ^oldber.^ and Haddox, 1977 and Busch, 1979). Briefly, 

receptor molecule* located on the cell surface respond to contact 

inhibition, chalonee, hormone? and other escoTenous stimuli. Subsequently, 

membrane associated ensymes such as adenyl cyclase are activated or 

deactivated. The resulting alteration in the balance of cyclic nucleo- 

tides initiates the cytoplaemlc response (Cuatrecaseas, 197**) which 

ultimately coordinates metabolic repression or derepresaion at either 

the enzyme or gene level.

TTiere is ^ood evidence from other kinetic and biochemical studies 

to su#r««t that cell cycle arrest hag more than one form and the 

mechanism of cycle arreet is dependent on cell type or environmental 

factors (^elfant, 1977 and %lvin et al., 1979). "elfact (1977) has
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further suggested the possible coexistence of two or more independent 

non-proliferative states. However, this theory could merely represent 

a contortion of the already established concept that C-0 phase has depth 

(Augenlicht and Baserga, 19^1 Ounther et al. f 197^, and Mere and 

Schneider, 1980).

^ Hie non-cycling cells of the EAT studied here would appear to be 

arrested in a biochemically distinct r*o phase. There is some evidence 

to surest that these cells do not form a homogeneous population. 

However, the method of their detection (repeat %MR labelling) only 

allows visualization of those cells which have not synthesised BNA for 

more than 90 hours. To conclude the existence of a broad spectrum of 

Oo cells, arrested at various levels of -o according to the length of 

time they have been residing in p-0 , would require the examination of a 

wider range of "0 cells than is possible by this method.

It has been postulated (Van Venrooij et al., 1970) that processes 

concerned with cycle arrest induced by nutrient deficiency initially 

operate at the translatlonal level. Thus, Van Venrooij et al., (1970 

and 1972) consider that some process inhibits protein synthesis rather 

than RITA synthesis, Miroslaw and Baglioni (i960) and Becker et al. 

(1971 and 1972) reach broadly similar conclusions indicating inhibition 

of polyribosorae formation. The results presented here could be taken to 

indicate that ^o cells cannot enter cell cycle before HFA synthesis 

occurs, suggesting that inhibitory processes ultimately operate at the 

transcriptional level. There are two possible reasons for the apparent 

disparity between the conclusions reached here and those reached by 

Van Venrooij et al. (1970 and 1972), Becker et al. (1971 and 1972) 

and Miroslaw and Baglioni, (1978). Firstly, the mode of 1O induction 

could be significantly different in the tumour system studied here and
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this could "be related to cell type or environmental factors. Secondly, 

aafl perhaps? more likely, following a drop In protein synthesis, BHA 

synthesis would be reduced due to a deficit of relevant enzymes. In 

this nay the relative B!?A and protein level* would be related to the 

length of time spent In f? § since the EAT cells studied here spent at 

least 90 hours in To and the cells studied by Van v«nroolj, Mlroslaw 

and Becker spent lees than 2k hours in Go, this factor could account for 

the disparity.

The biochemical analysis of GO cells supports the general conclusion 

that decline in proliferative activity of the EAT is associated with a 

decline in cellular metabolic activity. Pletcher (1972) demonstrated 

that a decline In the activity of thymidlne kinase, a marker for prolif 

eration, and Glucose - 6 phosphate dehydrofenase was closely associated 

with reduced proliferative activity and an Increase in the rise of a sub- 

population of rion-cyelln# tumour cells. These results were presented a® 

being suggestive of Inhibition cf cellular metabolism <H ; to reduced 

oxygen availability* Harris et al. (1970) were unable to demonstrate 

any change in TdF kinase activity or the activity of 5 other eneymee 

during the course of aecltes tumour growth. However, these workers did 

indicate that reduced protein synthesis in the later stages of tumour 

growth was probably due to inefficient ATT production as the turaour 

cells were heavily reliant on anaerobic metabolism at fthls state.

The discrepancy between the conclusions reached ~tiy Harris et al. 

(1970) and those reached by Fletcher (1972) may be explained by the

fact that Harris et al. presented resulte of biochemical analysis
a 

following extraction of 10 disrupted tumour cells, whereas Pletcher

presented results obtained using cytochemical procedures and examination 

of Individual cells. *erz and Schneider (i960) have indicated that 

1AT cells enter a ^o phase when oxygen IB not available and that the
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duration of the la& phase extending from the application of a stimulus 

to proliferate to initiatior of !>$A synthesis is proportional to the 

duration of anaerobiosis. These results presumably infer that a lag
',/!*'' ' \, ._

phase is necessary for the accumulation of protein® and other macro- 

moleculee required for cell cycle progression.

Another approach to the problem of distinguishing between "0 and 

^4. calls is oonceraec' with Individual cell T>J?A and RFA determinations 

using FCM. ParzynklewlcB et al. (1976) demonstrated that 1TA accumulation 

was necessary in -o lymphocyte* before D?'A synthesis could be Initiated. 

This technique has subsequently been applied to examination of tumour 

cell populations (Kurland et al., 1978; Collete et al., 1979i 

Darzynklewicz, 1979b). However, no clear distinction between "o and 1+ 

tumour cells was possible, mainly due to the existence of aneuploid cells. 

Additional problem© lie in the use of acrid in© orange as a Differential
"-• V'j ' '.

stain, that is its ability to display metachroraasla depending on the 

intra-cellular components with nhich it Interacts. The basis for dis 

tinction between DT?A and PFA lies In the propensity of acridine orange 

for monomexlc intercalation with a double helix ancl polymeric association 

with single stranded RHA. Considerable debate still exists as to the 

exact nature of the AC - nucleic acid interaction (TTishia and Ishlssakl, 

1979l Frankfurt, I960, and ^arssynkiewlce, 1975 and 1979a).

The Acrldine Grange staining profile for a plateau phase EAT ,jlves 

a confused picture (fl^s. 33a» 3315'"and 33c) that can be related to a 

cell system which exhibits considerable heteroploldy. There Is evidence 

to suggest groupings and two major peaks can be identified which probably 

relate to tumour cell "^ and ^2*P^ase ^A contents. However, there is 

no evidence to indicate the existence of a sub-population of cells which 

are biochemically distinct. The failure of FCP to reveal a sub- 

population of C0 tumour cells which are deficient in HNA could indicate
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that no definite Q^ - GQ cut-off point exists. That is to say the 

C4>(—>GO transition is a continuum with no clear distinctions* It can 

be seen that without the benefit of ^HTdB labelling and etatistical 

analysis the reduced RKA content of HQ FAT cells might have remained 

hidden frore any FCM or cytophotoraetric analysis*

the present results clearly indicate the existence of a sub* 

population of tumour cells arrested in a biochemically distinct '0 phase. 

The fact that there is a lack of homogeneity within the '0 population 

with regard to BHA and protein content night be indicative of cells being 

located at various 'depths' of the Go phase* This idea is also consistent 

with the mode of entry into cell cycle of GQ cells following stimulation 

(figs. 13 and l*t). It is envisaged that cycle arrest IB the result of 

a general alteration in metabolic activity due mainly to reduced 

availability of oxygen and other nutrients* The biochemical deficiency 

seen in % EAT cells could therefore reflect a shift in the balance 

between anabolic and catabolic processes during the G,—yG0 transition 

(Live and Kajdnskas, 1975 *nd Eplfanova. I960),



Chapter

Iranunoloplcal Studies



Introduction
'!?'> .,.„„. "

The experimental results detailed in chapters I and 2 can be taken 

to demonstrate the reduced metabolic capacity of ~'o tuaottr cells. $his 

third section represents an attempt to extend previous experimentation 

in order to embrace an analysis of the antirenic properties of the Co 

cells, the rationale for this approach stems from consideration of the 

cell membrane as a functional cellular organelle and not Merely as an 

inert boundary eeparatin# the cytosol from the extracellular milieu* A
Y ^ *• .I. •- -.-,..;

greater awareness of thle general concept can 1>e rained from an appreci* 

atlon of the extent to which the plasma membrane is involved with and 

integrated into the general metabolic processes of the cell*

The cell membrane occupies a unique position ae the mediator of any 

interaction between the cell and its external environment* Ihe role of 

the plasma membrane as a sensory device capable of receiving and trans 

lating certain extrinsic stimuli, then transferring the relevant infor 

mation onto the cytoplasm ie now established.

there is a considerable body of evidence to surest that the endo- 

plasmic reticulua (EB) is the principal site of initial plasma membrane 

assembly. For example, the synthesis and insertion of the majority of 

membrane proteins is associated with ribosome dense regions such as 

roufgh FB (Harrieon and Luntf 1980). Clyooayltransferases are closely

associated with the FH and Oolgi apparatus and account for the flycosyl-
•i t_ .....-..,• . . . .-, ,• 

atlon of the protein and lipid components of the plasma membrane (Shur

and Foth, 1975), although their precise function at this site is not 

yet fully understood*

This membrane flow hypothesis also embraces cellular antirenicity 

since antigens arise as products of this process. Indeed, the demon* 

etration that the FT; and the plasma membErane share some common antigenic
-. . .-':• *•- ;. ' £ .

detaiainante (Hoalel-tfall** *aS. nahavlc, 19<57) l«^s support to th.
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Thus, it can be seen that plasma membrane components are produced 

by cytoplaamlc processes which are probably Influenced by the general 

metabolic status of the cell. On further consideration of a link 

between membrane flow and cellular antigenicity, the possibility exists 

that antlgenlclty alters with variation In general cellular metabolic 

statue. Naturally, the possibility of anti^enlo variation between 

cycling and non-cycling tumour cells (of reduced metabolic status) im-
. y.

plnges on the host's ability to detect and subsequently destroy neoplastic 

cells*

The Immunobiology of cancer received considerable attention in early 

studies involving tuaour xenografts* However, it was not until the 

advent of Inbred strains of laboratory animals that the role of histo- 

compatibillty antigens in tumour rejection following xenografting was 

realised (Leob and Wright, 1927$ Woglom, 1929 and Hedawar, 19^). Subse 

quently, the presence of neo-antlgens on the surface of txmour cells was 

deaonstrated (Foley, 1953 *»d Prehn and I%l33 t 1957). Neo-antl^ens may 

take a variety of forms, these includes modification of existing iso- 

antlgens, -Uie expression of viral antigens following virus infection In 

a permissive cell and expression of latent oncofoetal antigens*

In principalt the expression of tiaaour associated neo-antigens 

should result in immunologlcal recognition of nor.-self and consequent 

rejection by the hoet of the tumour* The incidence of cancer in immuno- 

cospetent hosts seems to discredit this theory (Gochran* 19?3a). The 

frequency with which a clinically detectable tumour results from a 

single aberrant cell or microscopic tumour nodule Is unknown and the 

central issues of the 'Immunologlcal surveillance' theory (Buraett, 

remain a matter of conjecture (Cochrane, 197&0*

The persistence of tumour growth In an Immunocompetent individual
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could be the result of failure of either the afferent (detective) or 

efferent (destructive) am of the immune response* Much emphasis has 

been placed on the possible mechanisms by which tumour cells are able 

ta avoid or resist lethal inmunolofdcal attack. Bapidly growing tumours 

nay simply outstrip the capacity of the immune system to respond, and 

immune paralysis could in some cases result. Ihe phenomenon of 'sneaking 

through* (Cud et al., 196*2) would appear to depend on a balance "between 

growth rate and the speed of invocation of an effective response. 

Fnhancement of tumour growth can occur in the face of the host immune 

response if non-cytotoxic anti*tumour antibody impedes subsequent host 

anti-tumour action (Baldwin, 1973), or if antigens are shed and subse 

quently complex with free anti~ttnour antibody (Curzie and Basham, 1972)* 

Ihe formation of antigen-antibody complexes can also result in the 

diversion of effector cells from the tumour target (Currie and Alexander, 

197*0. Tumour cells which are antigen!cally unobtrusive or weakly 

immunogenic are more likely to avoid immune detection and ultimate 

destruction. Fenyo et al. (1968) have shown that selection of an immuno- 

resistant cell line of a marine lymphoma (TO?) by repeated passage was 

associated with reduced antiprenicity. Similarly, Law (i960) demonstrated 

the emergence, by continuous tumour grafting, of a tumour specific 

transplantation antigen (TSTA)~negative sarcoma cell population from 

what was ori&inally a dimorphic (T3TA and T8TA~) cell population.

The above mechanisms of immunologies! evasion by tumours have been 

well documented and are the subject of reviews by Ourrie (I97&b) and 

Cochran (I978b). However, a further potential mechanism by which tumours 

could avoid immunolo^ieal detection and destruction is antl<~enic modu 

lation or modification. Although this mechanism has previously received 

some attention (Boyse and Old, i969i Currie, 197**b and Cochran, 1976b) 

it has been less intensively researched*
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m Evidence exists for cell cycle phase related variation In anti^enic 

expression. Moot workers have been concerned with cell cycle dependent 

antibody mediated eytotoxidty (dikes and Klien, 1972a and Leibson et al., 

1980), and the anti&enie species on which most attention has been 

focused are those of the H-2 and HL-A type for mouse and human neoplastic 

cell lines in culture (imstemak et &L, 1971 and Pellegrino et al., 197*01 

H-2 and viral antigens arising on cultured murine lymphoma cells (Cikes, 

1970a and Cikes and Frieberp;, 1971) and the blood proup antigen H 

expressed by HeLa cells (Kuhns and Bramfcon, 1968). The validity of this 

use of cytotoxicity or other secondary membrane associated phenomena has 

been challenged (Pellegrino et al., 197*0 • "^« question that arises is 

hov closely does the secondary event (cytotoxicity) relate to a particular 

primary phenomenon? That is, how much do the physical properties of the 

membranei fragility, fluidity, variation in electrical potential, cell 

surface architecture and altered membrane repair function contribute to 

the observed cytotoxicity? 2hus lelle^rino et al., (197*0 la an attempt 

to measure degree of antigenie expression obtained dissimilar results 

usin& an indirect method (cytotoxicity) and a direct method (indirect 

imsunoflttorescence)* Similarly, Segerling et al,, (1975) discovered 

cell cycle phase related variation in antibody mediated cytotoxicity 

for aecltee hepatoaa cells |nrvjltrqi the cells being partially synchron 

ised by treatment with eytotoxic drugs. However, the cell cycle related 

cytotoxicity could not be attributed to variation in antlgenic expression* 

IMs might well apply to all studies Involving drug induced synchrony 

and cytotoxicity (Bellercrino et al., 1972 And 197*** Ferrone et al» t 

1973 &&£ Leibson et al., 1978) because of possible membrane disturbances, 

caused by such drugs, subsequently influencing the eytotoxic event. 

Consequently § some workers have been induced to supplement cytotoxicity 

studies with indirect immunofluoreecent analysis (Cikes et al., 1970b
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and 1972b and Leibaon et ml.« 1978),

iv' Essentially, the evidence previously documented by other workers 

gives iib absolutely elear picture of phase related antipenle variation. 

Lerner et al. (1971) and Cikes et al. (19?2b) demonstrated G} cells to 

be more susceptible to antibody mediated cytolysis in vitro, and conse 

quently concluded increased antigenicity to be associated with the GI 

phase of oell cycle. Pellegrino et al. (197*0 found r^ cells to be 

relatively resistant to antibody mediated cytolysis but could not sub 

stantiate variation in antiffenieity with oell cycle phaee as bein$ an 

important factor. Ferrone et al. (1973) and Leibson et al. (i960) were 

unable to detect any phase related variation in antigenicity throughout 

the oell cycle. "•

Very little information exists on the possible antigenio variation 

between eyelin* and non-cycling tumour cells* Cikes (I970b) concluded 

that reduced antlrer.ic expression was associated with both small cells 

from plateau phase lymphoma cells in culture and with rapidly dividing 

(log phase) ^ cells from the same cultures. However, it is not clear 

from the latter work whether the small cells derived from the non-growing 

cultures represent a rapidly cycling sub-population or a resting phase 

population. Thomas (1971) usin* an immunofluoreseent technique demon* 

strated variation in expression of the B and H blood group antigens of 

cultured human lymphocytes. Cells in S-phase, ^ and mitosis were found 

to be B*, H*f cells in Gj and io were found to be B~ t H . later (1973) 

Thomas and Phillips studied T and B lymphocyte blast associated antigens, 

these antigens were lost on movement of the cells into a quiescent 

phases it Is unclear whether this loss is associated with the lymphocyte 

differentiation and ageing process or a true resting phase*

tvidence from biochemical analysis suggest® cell cycle phase 

related variation IB the composition of the plasma membrane (Warren and
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, 1968 and Boemann and Winston, 1970). These workers demonstrated 

altered patterns of protein, lipid and carbohydrate synthesis to be 

associated with the resting phase. However, the significance of these 

observations In relation to cellular antlgenidty regains to be estab 

lished.

It is possible to envisage that any anti&enio modulation associated 

with the TV tieed proliferatlve and metabolic activity of r?o tumour cells 

could protect such cells from lethal Interaction with the host immune 

system. The possibility that such ant&renic modulation exists has 

important implications for the trea nent of cancer by various combinations 

of cytotoxie dru&s and ImmuROtherapeutie reagents, combinations of which 

have more recently been advocated (Newlands et al., 1976t Chose and 

Blair, 1978 and "toodniifct and Morion, I960). Possibly a cytotoxlc drug 

which induces cycle arrest within or adjacent to a phase of cell cycle 

involved with associated antigenic modulation could render those cells 

resistant to subsequent action of immunetherapy. Secondly, attempts to 

enhance cytotoxie specificity by administration of antibodynlrug 

conjugates ('hoee and luclu, 197*0 would be futile in the absence of 

expression of the antigens to which the antibodies were raised*

The present work la an attempt to compare the overall airti^anicltles 

of rapidly cycling and "o tumour cells. This study la based on the 

binding of fluorescent antibodies to EAT cells after treatment with 

xsnogenie anti-FAT antiserum* The antlserum, raised In rabbits, could 

sot be rendered specific for a particular antigen, although some anti 

bodies directed against isologous mouse antigens were eliminated from 

the whole antiserum (see discussion) prior to tumour cell treatment and 

staining. The implications of this procedure are discussed in relation 

to the results presented. In one experiment a combination of immuno~ 

fluorescence and autoradlo rraphy was used. Such a combination was first



described by McEevitt et al. (1966). In a second experiment a oonparison 

was made of the fluorescence profiles of rapidly praniiig tumours (5 - 

6 days old) with those of plateau phase tumour*? (12 * 13 days old). 

This analysis of fluorescence profiles of tumour cell populations 

following sequential incubation with rabbit anti-FAT then fluorescent 

anti-rabbit IgG antisera, Mas carried out ttalng a fluorescence activated 

cell sorter (FACS).



Materials and Kothods '$r;,***-v =.•,•;>•,-.••"•»•• •

Immunisation of rabbits against FAT cells i Three ImmunlBatlon proce 

dures ware tried, the first two were based on the method of lioee et al. 

(1967) and the third wa® baaed on the method of Jamasbi et al. (1978)* 

A total of 6 female, half-lop cross rabbits ('Hop Babbits', Canterbury, 

Kent) 2 months old, ware bled from the marginal ear vein to provide 

normal rabbit serum (#RS) before immunisation, which was carried out as

follows| ,.: '•::•••";-.. - - -. ,• - : . • • • .-

(1) -Four of the rabbits received intramuscular (im) injections of
n

5 x 10 f twice washed (FRS) viable EAT cells suspended in an emulsion of 

sterile PBSi Freund's complete adjuvant (ill) total volume 0*5 ml. 

After 6 weeks each rabbit received a similar injection, except that the 

complete adjuvant was replaced bar Freund'e Incomplete adjuvant. Three

weeks later each rabbit received an 1m booster injection of 0.5 ml
7 containing 5 * 10 twice washed viable EAT calls in sterile PBS alone.

An Identical second booster Injection was administered 7 days after the 

first and all tha rabbits ware bled from th t marginal ear vein 7-10 

days later* *' . v-r-. ••>-• . • • . .-.,,._....... ._ - . , .- ,

(ii) Two of the rabbits Involved In the complete Immunisation 

procedure outlined above were subsequently reboosted 3 months later.

This oonslfeted of £lving two 1m Injections, separated by an interval of
? 7 days, of 0*5 *1 containing 5 x 10 r twice washed viable FAT cells

suspended in sterile FBS. Hie rabbits were again bled from the marginal 

ear vein 7-10 days later*

(111) Two previously untreated rabbits received im injections of 

0*5 ml containing 5 x 107 twice washed viable KAT cells in sterile PBS 

emulsified with Freund's complete adjuvant. Ibis inoculation was re 

peated after 7 days. Both rabbits were then boosted 7 days later with 

1m injections of C*5 ml of 5 IE 10^ twice washed viable EAT calls suspended



in etexlle PBS. This booster injection wae repeated 7 days later 

,Mrt thf rabblte were bled 7-10 days after the final injection.
f:. >•>; -.,.,,. _^

j $f * F&r summary of immunisation procedures see Table i6.

Absorption procedure®i After collection, the blood was allowed to clot 

!at room temperature for 1 - 2 hr. Following this the majority of the

serum was collected and stored overnight at ^°C. The clot was similarly
* •••<

stored overnight before residual serum wa© collected.

Complenent activity was destroyed by incubating the serum at 56°C 

for 30 min,

Mixed homo^enates of liver, kidney, spleen, thymus and lymph node 

tieeue f-'XHR BALB/c mice were prepared. These homo^enatee were washed at 

laaet 10 timac in oold (4°C) PBS by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 5 

Bdn. The homo-enate wae considered to be satisfactory for use when the
i'

supernatant became clear after the ccntrlfuraticn procedure.

Initially, antieexa were abaorbed with a i/8 * 1/5 volume of packed 

cell a for 3 periods of 2 hr. each* Subsequently the duration of the 

absorbing procedure ms inerea&ed to 8 periods of t hr. each. These 

absorptions were carried out at *»°C in 2 ml tubes strapped onto a slowly 

rotating wheel, ' \ '"

On completion of the absorption period antlsera were spun at 

30*000 rprn and fe*C for 30 rain, to renove any remaining immune complexes* 

Fxtra tumoursi 'arcoma - 180 (S - 180) ascltes tumour, carried in 

Sidas nicej S - 180 solid tumour, carried on the flank of Swiss mice 

and BP - 8 a&eitee tumour carried in G57B mice were all obtained from 

the Imperial Cancer Research Fund laboratories (IGT'F), Lincoln's Inn

Fields, London. Solid forms of the FAT &rown in BALB/c hosts were
7 - : '• 

obtained Ixy so flank injection of 10 SAT cells.

Indirect Imaunofluorescent analysist Fluorescent mtitibody staining 

performed according to the method outlined by Weir (1973)« All
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stained by this method were either single cell suspensions or, in 

the ease of the solid tumour tissue* after preparation of 10 un thick 

oryostat sections*

Single cell suspensions (approx. 5 x 10 cells/ml) were washed 

2*3 times in cold (**°C) sterile PB3. The cells were resuspended in 

cold FBS prior to the addition of antiserum. The cell suspensions were 

incubated on ice in the presence of antiserum for 30 min. with periodic 

agitation. Following this incubation the antiserum was diluted in situ 

by a isasaive excess of cold FBS* Cells were then washed twice with 

freeh PBS and centrlfugatlon at 1000 rpm (^°c). Cells were resuspended 

in cold PBS prior to the addition of sheep anti-rabbit I/r<" - FITC 

(fluoresoeln isothiocyanate) conjugate (Wellcome, Beckenham, England) 

at a final working fluorescent antiserun dilution of li2C in FBS. Such 

cell suspensions were incubated on ice for 30 min.with periodic agi 

tation. Following the second Incubation the cells were rewashed as 

above and mounted in 30$ Glycerol in PBS pH 7* Coverslips were sealed 

with hot wax.

Stained preparations were excited with light of wavelength **50 - 

&90 na and examined using a Beiohert Biopan epifluorescent microscope 

fitted with a barrier filter to prevent linsht of -^500 m and >600 nm 

from reaching the eye.

Solid tumour tissue was cut into pieces of approximately 1*2 mar, 

These small pieces of tissue were quenched in n-hexane for 60 seconds 

at -65°C, A freesing mixture of dry ice in acetone was used to chill 

the he -:ane. The tissue was removed from the hexane and allowed to drain 

on a block of dry ice* A small piece of quenched tissue was frozen 

onto the top of a drop of water which had been placed on a chuck 

surrounded with dry ioe* Him completed chuck waa placed in the cryo~ 

stat and 10 w thick sections of tissue were cut* Die tissue sections



were carefully transferred to subbed microscope slides and were main-
' y^^v^f ,-•. j-,

tilned at -25? until ready for staining with antibody. These cryostat 

sections were subsequently incubated at *4°C In the presence of diluted 

antieeram. After ^0 win. the antlserum was flushed from the slide with 

bold FBS. The tissue sections were carefully dried by absorbing as 

much moisture as possible from around tho section with the corner of 

a paper to rel. Fubsequently, the tissue sections were Incubated at 

& C for 30 win. with fluorescent antibody. The tissue sections were 

a^aln fluehed with cold FBS and mounted In y>% niycerol in PBS prior 

to examination under the UV microscope.

Combination of immur>ofluoreacence and autora/lopprapphyi Preparations 

were made according to the methods outlined by Henderson and Smlthymaa 

(197*0 and Smlthyman (1977), and as originally described by MoDevitt 

et al, (1966). Briefly, 12 day EAT cells were repeat-labelled In vivo 

with %TdF as described previously. A sample of the radiolabelled cells 

was then stained according to the method presented for indirect imuno* 

fluorescent analysis. In this case antl-r AT antlfBrura wae used at a 

dilution of Ii8 with FBS. Following fluoresc«nt antlbcdy staining and 

final FBS washes the cells were smeared onto degreaeed »lcroell«3es, 

air-dried and fixed Ir 95^ methanol for 10 mln. (Smithyman, 1977 and 

Leom et al., 1979)•

Hxetl ifflBunofluorescent smears were dipped in autoradlographic 

emulsion (Hford K5) aa previously described. Initially, teste for 

latent image fading indicated that the presence of the FITC conJugate 

on the cell surface In eome way Interfered with latent Ima^e formation. 

Therefore, prior to dipping in ^ie autoradlo^nraphlc emulsion, Immuno- 

fluoreecent smearc were rapidly dipped in a dilute aqueous solution 

(i$) of gelatine at 60°C. This procedure was desired to provide a 

barrier between the FITC eon.farate and the autoradio^raphie emulsion,



without reducing the efficiency of the autoradiographic process. The 

iammofTtiorescent - autoradiographs were exposed for 2 - * weeks prior 

to developing and fixing aa previously described.

In order to Maintain impartiality in scoring, photographic naps 

of the imatHiofluoreccent - autcj^lof^raphs were prepared under pha&e 

contrast uain* a Zeies light microscope. Mapped cells were recorded 

under the light microscope as bein$ either radiolabelled or not, then 

the same cells were examined unfler the UV microscope and an estimation 

of relative fluorescence for individual cella made. Cells were therefore 

scored as bein^ positive or negative with regard to -TFMR incorporation 

and as boin^ eitheri (+++) v«ry brightly fluorescent, (++) brightly 

fluorescent* (+) weakly fluorescent or (») non*fluorescent. 

FAGS analysis of an FAT cell po-pulation in different phases of growth 

following indirect imaunofluorescent .. stainingt Two batches of the rabbit 

anti-JAT anti serum were used in thi® analysis! one was absorbed with 

BAlB/o :ouse tissue only, the other WSUE in addition absorbed with S~180 

aaeitee IUR >ur cells,

Fhrlich ascitee tumour cells (2*-3 x 10 ) from a 12 day tumour were

stained as previously described ^y indirect iiRmunofluoreBcence using a 

ran^e of antisenm dilution® (fluorescent antibody dilution being 

constant at It 20). The stained cells were resuspended in 2 ml IBS, 

introduced into the PACS and examined using laser li^ht of wavelength 

^88 nra. llf^ht scatter and green fluorescence (emiesions between 500 

and 550 ma) were mea@uredf

Gytotoxic assay t CJytotoxieity assay© were conducted according to the 

method outlined by Boyle «t al. (197^), A^jroximat@ly 10 tumour celle 

were suspended in 75 ul NRS or an alternative source of complement 

(pure rabbit eomplemeat^ Bearing, W. Cermauy, icuinea«pifir complenent, 

Sera Laboratories Ltd*, Crawley Bown, Sussex, or normal mouse eeru») f



To this suspension ?5 jul complement deactivated anti-MT antiserum was 

added. The suspension was mixed and Incubated at 37°C for 60-90 min. 

Following incubation 10 ill of the cell suspension was added to 190 jal 

of trypan blue solution (0.1$ in FBS). Differential counts of stained 

(non-viable) and unstained (viable) cells were made 10 min. later with 

the aid of a haemocytometer.



Pesults

fleteetiott Of anti-FAT antibodies (I* T) in immune rabbit serai Indirect 

iJaaunofluoresceiice was used to determine the presence of anti-fAT anti 

bodies in the sera of rabbits following immunization against whole viable 

tumour cells. Specific cell-staining, the result of an antigen i 

antibody interaction (Goldman, 1968) was marked by bright peripheral 

fluorescence and plates 1, 2 and 3 show fluorescent antibody staining 

of EAT cells after treatment with 8 times absorbed antiserum at a 

dilution of iiiO. Plate b is the result of staining with fluorescent 

antibody following treatment with pre-immune serum (NPS)$ note that 

there is a email amount of non-specific fluorescence (arrow) which can 

arise to varying degrees through! non-immunoloirlcal protein-antibody 

interactions (charjre effects), penetration of non-viable cells by FITC 

conjugates or possible internal!zatiom of plasma membrane components 

following surface antigen t antibody interaction*

Using this technique it was possible to detect fluorescent anti 

body staining of both EAT cells and normal mouse cells (thymus, splenic 

and lymph node lymphocytes) after treatment with whole antiserum at a 

dilution of ii50. Following 3x2 hr. absorptions with mixed homo^en- 

ates of normal BALB/c mouse tissues the minimum effective dilution of 

anti-tuaour antiserum for production of fluorescent antibody staining 

of tumour cells was reduced to Ii20. In addition, come residual anti- 

normal BALB/c mouse lymphocyte activity persisted* f

Anti-EAT activity was still present at an antiserum dilution of 

it20 following 8 x 2 hr. absorptions against normal SAU/c mouse tissue 

hoBo^enates, whereas anti-normal BALB/c mouse lymphocyte activity was 

abolished* these results, determined after institution of the original 

immunization procedure, (i) (Methods section p. 1^5)• are summarized in 

tables l?a and
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Plate la EAT cells treated with rabbit anti-FAT antlserura 
ard stained with sheep anti-rabbit FITC conjugate. 
Ihase contrast, 320 x mag*

Plate IV Fluorescence micrograph of cells shown in plate la,
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Plate 2a EAT cells treated with rabbit anti-EAT antiserum 
and stained with sheep anti-rabbit FITC conjugate, 
Phase eontrasti 320 x mag.

Plate 2b Fluorescence micrograph of cells shown in plate 2a.
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Plate 3* EAT cells treated with rabbit antl-EAT antiserum 
and stained with sheep anti-rabbit FITC conjugate. 
Phase contrast, 800 x mag.

Plate 3b Fluorescence micrograph of cells shoun in plate 3a.
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Plate FAT cells treated with NRS and sheep anti-rabbit 
FITC conjugate. Phase contrast, 320 x nag.

Plate &b Fluorescence micrograph of cells shown in plate



Table 17a

Interaction of liwmirte serum, with EAT cells, at various stares of 

absorption with noraal BAIJ/c tissue homo,<renates.

Unabsorbed

Absorb*! 
3 x 2 hr.

Absorbed 
8 x 2 hr.

Antiserum dilution

li?

*

*

4-

ItlO

*

•f

•f

Ii20

*

•f

+

Ii50

*

-

-

1.100

•»

-

-
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Table

Interaction of iBBune serum f with noraal BALB/e mouse lysqpho- 

egrt*&, at various stages of absorption with normal BAIB/c tissue

Unabsorbad

Absorbed 
3 x 2 hr.

Absorbed 
8 x 2 hr.

Antlserum dilution

Ii2

-f

4

-

lilO

4

•f

-

It20

4

4

~

Ii50

4

*»

-

lilOO

«•

.

•Mt
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The antibody tltre la apparently low In comparison with some 

reports found In the literature (Smith et «!., 197**» and Ihose et al., 

1975). However, these latter studies pertain to other types of cell 

and the present results are comparable with those reported by Chose 

et alt (19^?)» Further attempts to Immunize (immunization procedures 

11 and 111, Methods section p. 1^5 ) failed to Improve the antibody tltres, 

Therefore, pooled serum from rabbits Immunized according to the method 

of "toose et al. (196?) (schedule - i) was used exclusively In further 

Investigations.

It IB of note, however, that antieera from different rabbits tended 

to agglutinate tumour cells to varying decrees, although this aspect of 

antigeniantibody interaction was not pursued.

Testing antlserum for cross-reactivity against other mouse tumoursi 

Washed, single cell suspensions of the 3*180 ascltes and the BP-8 

ascitee tumours were treated with antl-FAT antiserum (previously 

absorbed 8 times with normal BALB/c mouse tissue homo^enates) prior 

to Immunofluorescent staining* The results of this test Indicated that 

the anti-FAT antieerum was active against the S-180 asdics tumour cells 

at a dilution of Ii8. No cross-reactivity against the BP-8 ascites 

tumour was seen.

Further investigation entailed treatment of eryostat sections of 

a solid, 3-180 tumour with anti-r AT antiserum prior to Immunofluorescent 

staining. However, no fluorescent staining was seen indicating that 

cross-reactivity was apparently confined to the asoltic form of this 

tumour. By comparison a solid fam of the EAT used in this study showed 

fluorescent staining after treatment with anti-FAT antiserum and FITC 

anti-rabbit conjugate.

In addition it is of interest that absorbing the antl-FAT anti- 

serum with 1/8 - i/5 volume of S-180 cells for 3 x 2 hr. abolished
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Table 18

Interaction of immune sen* with various tumour cell types after 

absorption with BALB/c nouse tissue homogenatos or BALB/e mouse tissue 

hoaogenates and S-180 asoites tumour cells.

Tumour type

Antiserun 
Preparation

FAT FAT S-180 3-180 BP-8 
(aseites) (solid) (asoites) (solid) (asoites)

Anti-EAT serura 
8 x absorbed 
nith BALB/c 
tissues. 
Dilution ii8

Anti-FAT serura 
8 x absorbed 
with BALB/c 
tissues and 3 
absorbed with 
S-180 cells. 
Dilution It8

nd nd

nd a cot determined
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activity against 5-180 aseites tumour cells. Antl-EAT antlserura 

absorbed with 8*180 cells remained active against FAT cells. These 

results are summarised in table 18 .

Analysis of iffimunofluorescent-'autoradiogra'FhBi luaaunofluorescent* 

autoradiopraphs were prepared following repeat %FdB labelling and 

immunofluorescent staining which had followed treatment with anti-EA? 

serum at a ItS dilution. Fetimatlons of relative fluorescent inten 

sities were made as previously described. Table 19 contains the pooled 

results of the analysis of iramunofluor«scent-autorarUo Taphs prepared 

for six plateau phase tumours.

Chi-square (x2) analysis of these data reveals that there is no 

reason to reject the null hypothesisi i.e. no significant difference 

exists between the level of fluorescent labelling between the % 

labelled and unlabelled cell groups.

As an adjunct to this experiment the labelling indices of 3 of 

the repeat labelled tumours were determined in order to establish the 

extent to which precoatimr the smears with gelatin as described inter 

feres with autoradioi^raphic efficiency. Labelling indices of 89.7t 

87.3 and 8fc.5$ were recorded* These do not appear to vary substantially

from the value of 8?. 6 - 2*7$ previously determined after repeat&
labelling of a 12 day FAT (Ch. 1, p. 41), Perhaps the best method of 

assessing autoradior-raphic efficiency is by grain counting. However, 

this method is usually applied in conjunction with stripping film 

autoradiography. Since an uneven *orain distribution is likely to occur 

between autoradiographs prepared by the dipping technique, assessment 

of autoradio^raphic efficiency by ̂ rain counting is devalued for the 

latter technique.

FAGS analysis of fluorescent antibody stained EAT cell populations 

in different phases of tumour growth i An initial experiment (i) was
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** 
I>ercent«ce distribution of fluorescent Intensities for -HTdB

labelled and wnlabelled cells after repeat %MR Injections and 

treatment with anti*FAT antleerura and fluorescent antiltody staining.

Cell group

"»
•i^L OGJLJ* 9O cU. v w *

repeat 3HT6P

^etlnated relative intensity

«

18

12

*

31

29

44

*7

55

•M-r«

*

5

Total cells in rroup

181

500
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conducted in order to determine a suitable antieerum dilution for use 

in a second experiment (ii). Hie second experiment (ii) was an attempt 

to examine the binding of anti-SAT antibodies to EAT cells at different 

stages of tumour growth*

(i) Antisera tltratlcnsi Plates 5* and 5b indicate cell or particle 

number (ordinate) against total fluorescence (abscissa) for 6 day 

populations of FAT cells stained with fluorescent antibody, after treat 

ment nith various dilutions of anti-FAT antiserum. Thus, plates 5a and 

5b are representative of the fluorescence profiles for tumour cell 

•maples treated with anti-FAT antiserum (at dilutions of it2, Ii5. ii!09 

Ii30) and with NBS control* The cell populations represented by the 

results shown in plate 5a had been treated with anti-FAT antiserum which 

had previously been absorbed with both normal BALB/c tissue homogenates 

acd S-180 tumour cellsj whereas those represented by the results shown 

in plate 5b had been treated with amti-FAT antiserum which had previously 

been absorbed with normal BALB/c tissue homo&enatss only.

There is considerable variation in the ra&ire of total fluorescence 

observed for these cells. The rani?e of fluorescence can be seen to 

increase with decreasing antiserum dilution* This is shown by a 

flattening of the peak with decreasing dilution (i.e. increasing anti 

body concentration). Below an antiserum dilution of ii5 the readings 

obtained for fluorescence begin to Increase again* This increase Is 

associated with a reduction in the readings obtained for cell or particle 

number at any given fluorescent value* and is probably a result of 

cellular agglutination* However, a plateau appears to be reached 

between antiserum dilutions of It5 and Ii30.

There is a clear difference between the titration proflies in 

plate 5a and those in plate 5b which may be related to the qualitative 

nature of the antisera following absorption with 3-180 ascites tumour



cells.

Subsequently, antisera were diluted lilO for preparation of ll^ht 

scatter versus fluorescence profiles for tumours In different phases 

of growth.

(ll) Fluorescence profiles of tumours in different phases of rprowthi 

Platee 6a and 6b Indicate ll^ht scatter versus fluorescence for EAT 

cells, from tumours of 5 days and 12 days growth respectively, after 

treatment with S-180 absorbed antl-EAT antloerum and fluorescent anti 

body. Plate ^c Indicates light scatter versus fluorescence for &. 5
'.. - T-. '•-,' . •?•' •^'u.^v^., •' • ..'V-V".; •,%—..-.. 

day tumour cell population after treatment with NBS and fluorescent 
-t., w..ftv>-^v,y.j£..;H.;•;:-., , •-••'&••:• :.-••-•: ..'••"•••...•• -'Y- •

« «• •» Sff,*'V ••&! '" -•?' •'•.•'•-'•"'• 'vtf-f'- • • •> ~'&i '« • .-' ••- •••> ! • .•»-•antibody. *-" *••'•. •" .^•r-'.- l<r' ' -^v'-v '.'^-' i- '•. -•.- •-,- •'•.'-' *•'•-•'••• %
" j*:*'-i. - :..,;.-.... ''.^ -x; ••"... S^;.' "••.= ->•' :•".;'••.•""•^; :* . ^! ., 4 .';;..,/4wft>:: •-•'.. ..•"' • -r .- ''

Ostensibly the ll^ht scatter and fluorescent characteristics of 

thcsja two FAT cell populations were similar. The acctrraulation of small
-;'V:-- . k** '•• ' ' ?v . ..:..,.•.•.;:'"'•' •l,;r~"*f'' ->-''.'^ -''ik''^' i'^i^ -*: 1 : .>•••. - ' - ' C.X

cells on the fluorescence base line (arrow), particularly In the ease 

of the 12 day tumour, probably represents unstained normal peritoneal

ceils. ^;; ;,;S;S '.^:': - •
T • '•*•"• •' '-• •'•'• _

This experiment was repeated for 6 day and 13 day tumours uslnir 

anti-FAT antiseruw absorbed against noraal BALB/c tissue homogenates 

only (results ^Iven in plates ?a an« 7b)i this comparison was made in 

order to reveal possible differences in fluorescent profiles associated 

with variation in the qualitative nature of the antl&erum brought 

about by the different absorption procedures. There are no gross dif 

ferences between the fluorescence profiles for the 6 and 13 day SAT 

cell populations after treatments with anti-EAT antisenna and fluor 

escent antibody. The existence of a subpopulatlon of small unstained 

cells probably noraal peritoneal cells, corresponds with the analysis 

of 5 and 12 day EAT cell populations (Plates 6a and b).

there le perhaps a sw^estlon of a wider range of fluorescence 

and associated broader range of light scatter properties for EAT cells 

after staining with S-180 absorbed antiserum (comparison of plates 6a, 

b with plates 7a, "b). ,



Plate 5a Analysis of the fluorescence distribution 
of 10** FAT cells following treatment with 
various dilutions of anti-FAT antl serum 
(absorbed with normal BALB/c tissue homo- 
senates and 3*180 ascites tumour cells) and 
fluorescent antibodies*

Crdlnatei 
Abed seat

Total fluorescence (rain 1,0)• 
Cell number.
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Hate 5b Analysis of the fluorescence distribution 
of 10^ EAT cells following treatment with 
various dilutions of anti-EAT antlserum 
(absorbed with normal BALB/c tissue homo- 
genates only) and fluorescent antibodies.

Ordlnate* 
Abscissai

Total fluorescence (gain 1.0) 
Cell number.



Plate 6a Fluorescence profile of a 5 day FAT following
treatment with anti-FAT antlserum (S-1BO absorbed) 
and fluorescent antibodies.

Crdlnatet 
Abscissat

LirM scatter (cell slee) (^raln 1.0). 
Total fluorescence.
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Plate 6b Fluorescence profile of a 12 day FAT
treatment with anti-FAT antiserm (S-180 
absorbed) and fluorescent antibodies.

Ordinatei 
Absciesai

Li^ht scatter (cell size) (gain 1,0). 
Total fluorescence.
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Plate 6c Control tuaour treated with ! 
of anti-EAT antieerum.

In place

Ordlnatei H^tit e<»tter (coll si®e) 
Absclesai Total fluorescence.

1.0).
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Hat* ?a Fluoreecesce profile of a 6 «Say EAT following 
treatment with anti-?AT acti serum (normal 
MLB/c tissue absorbed) and fluorescent anti 
bodies*

Crdinatei 
Abscissa i

Lif'ht scatter (cell size) ( gain i.O). 
Total fluorescence.
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Plate ?b Fluorescence profile of a 13 day EAT following 
treatment with anti-EAT antiserum (normal 
BALB/c tissue absorbed) and fluorescent anti 
bodies.

Crdinatej 
Abscissai

Light scatter (cell size) (gain 1.0). 
Total fluorescence.
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Plate ?o Control tumour treated with KHS in place
of anti-FAT antiserum.

Ordinatet Light scatter (cell size) (gain 1.0). 
Abscissai Total fluorescence.



Cytotoxicity assmyt Hone of the antisera produced according to the 

immunisation procedures outlined on p. 1^8 could be shown to hare cyto- 

texic activity. Qytotoxic activity was apparently lacking irrespective 

of the source of complement since attempts to induce cytotoxicity 

included the use of rabbit, guinea-pig and mouse complement. _ 

Several batches of MRS exhibited strong non-specific (antibody 

independent) cytotoxicity against FAT cells prior to complement fixation.
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ft * The result of immunising rabbits against the EAT was the production 

of xenotfenic antisera with relatively low titree of anti-FAT antibodies 

(Ii20 after absorbing with normal BALB/c mouse tissue homo^enatee). 

Katurally, this could be attributed to a partial failure of the immuni 

sation protocols used here to promote an optimal immune response, 

Alternatively, this may be due to the anti^enic nature of the immunizing 

agent, namely the EAT cells. For example, it is considered that EAT 

cells are of generally low antlgenicity (Wang and Halliday, 196?). The 

nature of immune mechanisms in FAT bearing mice is poorly understood 

(Marusic, 1979 )• although immunity to this tumour can be induced in some 

strains of mice (l^onaldson and Mitchell, 1959 i Apffel et al., 1966, 

and urcotte, 1979)* Hiere is evidence to suggest that the immunologies! 

reactivity against the EAT in tumour bearing mice IE not directed against 

H-2 antigens (murine major hi sto compatibility complex antigens) (Thunold, 

1968), and yet further evidence to suggest the complete absence of 

these antigens in HAT cells (Chen and Vatkins, 1970)* It seems highly 

probable that serial passage of the FAT over a long period (possibly 

in excess of 50 years) has resulted in a progressive immunoselection 

(Hauschka et al. , 1956 1 Vaa*e, 1978 and Chow and 'reenberr. 1980). Such 

a process would lead to the production of a weakly antigenic tumour cell 

line by elimination of those cells bearing strong antifrens. Hence the 

allotransplantability of EAT cells (Eux et al., 196?) could be seen to be 

a- consequence of the loss of those ceils bearing H-2 type and other 

antigens. .,.,,,. , , , _«.,, .......

.;•<,.- Ghose et al. (1967) raised antisera,in labbits against EAT cells, 

which were of low titre (li8) and the antigeni antibody interaction was 

detected by a &el diffusion method which is known to be less sensitive
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than indirect inmunofluorescence• Subsequently, Chose and ^uclu (197*0 

raised xeno^enie antiserum to FU* murlne sarcoma cells. This antiserum 

was absorbed more extensively than the anti-FAT ant1serum had been and 

with normal mouse tissue (C 57 BL/6J), which is probably more closely 

related genetically to the VIM than the BAIB/c ie to the FAT (hoet 

used in the present work). The aril serum so produced was found to have 

a titre in excess of Ii6& by indirect inmunofluorescence. Later -hope 

et al. (197°) raised antlserum against renal cell carcinomai this anti- 

serum was absorbed extensively (8x2 hr., with normal human tissue 

homo&enates). Ultimately, the antiserum was active against antigens 

associated with human renal cell carcinoma* In this case DO precipitin 

arcs were detected by a gel diffusion technique, an* antibodies directed 

against tumour associated antigens (TAA) were only detectable by 

indirect immunofluorescence* ;?

The results of work presented by *Those et al. (19^7* 197** and 

1979) further illustrate the difficulty of demonstrating high titre 

antisera to weak antigens. The additional possibility exists that whole 

cell inoculation in rabbits confronts the animal with a mixture of 

antigens which causes antigen induced suppression (Pross and Eidlnger, 
197*0. • • ^ ':"-- •'•"••• rf - " ' '•"• "• -"" •"• •••'•'• •••----^ - ! ••*•- -

Further differences between the natures of the anti-FAT antiserum 

produced here and that produced by ̂ hose et al. (1967) concern other 

less direct antl-tumour cell activities. 6hose et al, (19^7) reported 

that anti-HAT antiserum was cytotoxic to EAT cells in the presence of 

xeno^enic complement as evidenced by indirect immunofluorescence after 

fixins: of target cells in acetone at -10°C, In contrast the antiserum 

produced here was not cytotoxic. Xenoirenie anti-tumour antisera are 

generally reported to be cytotoxic in vitro in the presence of xenogenic
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complement, however, resistant cell types are not unknown (Currle, 

197^a and "hose et al., 197*0» and such behaviour may be more closely 

allied to anil-tumour mechanisms in vivo (Currie and Bashara, 1972, 

and Baldwin, 1973). -hose et al. (196?) demonstrated cytoplasiaic 

staining after treatment of EAT cells with specific anti&erum and 

fluorescent antibodies. In contradiction to this earlier work, indirect 

iaaunofluorescent staining here was largely confined to the peripheral 

membrane, diffuse cytoplasmic staining belnr considered to be non 

specific and associated only with non-viable cells (Coldmann 1966, and 

Oikes, 19?0b), This discrepancy is likely to arise from the fixing 

procedure used by "hose et al. which was not used here.

The agglutinability of the present anti&erum is demonstrated in 

pla 96 i and 2, and is discussed later in relation to FCM analysis*

The precise genetic origin of the EAT is not known. It is probable, 

therefore, that this tumour is non-symreneic with respect to the BALB/c 

hosts used here and indeed with the majority if not all strains of 

laboratory mice. The implications are that xeno&enic antibodies 

directed against murine isoantigens, viral antigens, and oncofoetal 

antigens in addition to tumour specific antigens could remain in the 

anti-EAT antiserun following absorption of whole antiserum with ncrmal 

BALB/c tissue homogenates. Thus the specific iwnunofluorescenoc 

staining observed here could be accounted for by antigen i antibody 

interactions involving any, or a combination of any of these antigen 

types.

The cross-reactivity of the antl-FAT antiserum with 8-180 ascitee 

tumour cells but not with solid S-180 tumour cells Is rather curious* 

The nature of the observed cross-reactivity is by no means certain and 

it is appreciated that such cross-reactivity could be the result of the 

expression of cosaon iscantier ens, viral antigens or oncofoetal antigens.



However, this result infers that either preferential expression of 

a common antigen is restricted to the aseltes form of the S-180 tumour 

or that a contaminating virus ie common to the EAT studied here and the 

ascitic form of the S-180 tumour obtained from ICFF. This latter 

suggestion Is valid since the solid and ascitic forms of the 3-180 

are maintained separately whereas the solid form of the HAT wa«s produced 

here by subcutaneous inoculation with the corresponding aacitee tumour 

cells*

She cross-reactivity of anti-FAT antlserum with the 3-180 apcites 

tumour confirms a report by Littman et al. (1968) who observed that 

immunisation of mice against lethally irradiated S-180 ascitea tumour 

cells afforded some protection against subsequent sc challenge with 

EAT cells.

The result of absorbing anti-EAT antlserum with S-180 asciteo 

tumour cells was the production of an antiserum containing antibodies 

directed against antigen® more specifically related to the EAT. This 

conclusion was reached since absorbing anti-EAT antl^erum with £-180 

ascites tumour cells abolished anti-S-180 activity but not antl-EAT 

activity. However, on the basis of the FAGS analyses involving these 

different antlsera it was impossible to conclude the existence of any 

qualitative or quantitative variation between them.

Immunofluorescent analysis of labelled and unlabelled tumour cells 

following repeat ^TITdJR injections to the donor tumour revealed no 

overall anti»f«nic variation between ~o cells and the labelled fraction* 

this conclusion was derived from the observations that the two tumour 

cell groups studied (labelled and unlabelled after repeat %Tdl 

Injections) contained cells which could be ascribed to all grades of 

fluorescence and in similar proportions* This result was supported by 

results of preliminary experiments using the FACS. Ho &roe.e
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variation was observed between rapidly proliferating tumour cell popu 

lations after 5 or 6 days of tumour growth and plateau phase tumour cell 

populations after 12 or 13 days of tumour growth. This, by implication, is
.'' . • ' ' ,|> •„ '•''",

evidence that the no tumour cell population which exists in plateau phase 

is not antigenically distinguishable from rapidly cycling tumour cells.

These conclusions cannot ?o unqualified since certain objections 

concerning the experimental techniques can justifiably be raised. Per* 

taining specifically to the repeat labelling analysis, it might be argued 

that any variation in antigenlcity between ''0 and T+ cells would be 

masked by the existence within the labelled fraction of some r0 cells, a 

problem which has already been discussed in relation to EM analysis. 

Lack of specificity of anti-FAT antiserum could have a serious effect on 

Immunofluorescent analysis. Despite the fact that the EAT is weakly anti- 

genie and following the elimination of some antibodies directed against 

murlne isoantigens, the possibility exists that residual antibodies 

directed asalnst non-BALB/o related isoantigens consequently reduce the 

specificity o the anti-tumour antiserum and ultimately affect the sensi 

tivity of Immunofluorescent analysis. Thus analysis both by FAGS and by 

correlation of fluorescence with -TfTdB autoradlography may be Insensitive 

to minor variations in degree of antigenlcity. However, even after the 

antiserum was absorbed against the 2*180 ascltes tumour, eliminating more 

of the less specific antibodies to the FAT, no antlgenlc variation between 

5 day and 12 day tumour cell populations was seen. The relatively gtood 

conditions of oxygenation In vitro could also have an effect on antlgenlc 

expression* The possibility that In vitro incubation could have a stim 

ulatory effect on HAT cells has previously been discussed, (also see 

Loffler et al, ( 1978 and Merz and Schneider, i960). If such a stimulatory 

effect was characterized by early cell surface changes, as has previously 

been suggested (Costlow and Baser^a, 1973)* 1* is possible that any



variation in anti^enlc expression occurring in vivo would be maekea 

following the in vitro manipulations imposed on the tumour cells that 

are necessary for FCK and immunofluoreecent/autoradio^raphic analysis. 

Thir effect oould explain the disparity between antibody mediated 

tumour cell cytotoxicity in vitro and tumour ^resistance In vivo which 

le commonly observed (Currie, 197***) •

The results of imaunofluoreisoent analyse®, as far as they can be 

taken to be a measure of the relative antirenicities of >'"0 and rapidly 

cycling tumour celle, in this case provide nc evidence for antlgenic 

variation between the two cell croups, these results? are in a-rcement 

with data provided by Pellegrlno et al, (197*0 *fco found no antlrenic 

variation t© be associated with the phases of cell cycle In cultured 

mafmallan neoplastic eelle. These results could be explicable on the 

basis that antirenic variation which results in imaunoreeistance is 

not related to cell cycle events per ««» but arie^B spontaneously in 

tumour cell populations, possibly ae a consequence of nene suppression 

or a mutatlonal event. TM® lurplieB that laasunolo^iefl or antifenlc 

modification is part of the process of im&unoselectlon, and that the 

host, therefore, has a role in the progression or development of a 

tumour. Ketaatasee are known to be generally lesc ar ti "erdc than 

primary tumotrs (Oochran, 197S<J and Fogel et al. t 1979) (facilitating 

circumvention of the immune response) and they mi^ht arise through an 

Immunoeelection process similar to that described above.
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leneral discussion



tHe overall growth character!etlo* of the EAT studied here eerve 

as a general confirmation of the previoue studies of Klein and Beves* 

(I953) t I*la and fmtt (1966) and Peel and Pleteher (1969). ^e rat* 

of tumour growth wan found to be exponential over the first 2*3 ^*7» 

following 5 x 10 tumour cell Inoculation. This i^ronth pattern nave 

way to a period of cube root growth and ultimately a plateau phase 

ensued. The reduction In tumour growth rate was shown to be an imediate 

consequence of an Increase In the duration of the cell cycle* a reduc 

tion In the erowth fraction and an Increase In oell lose. In addition 

the cube root growth pattern ma highly Indicative of growth limitation 

due to restricted nutrient and oxygen availability*

A feature of aeeites ttooure, which 1® fundamental to a study of 

C0 cells, le the possibility of tranaient contact of cells with the 

vasculature (a source of nutrients) and consequent recycling of G0 cells 

In situ* *!he present results, and those obtained by lala (I9?2b) 

indicate that this recycling phenomenon does not occur to any detectable 

extent during the plateau phase of 1AT growth.

The apparent evolution of increasing heteroploldy during growth of 

the present tuaour, as shown by alcrod«R»ito»etrlc analysis but not 

revealed by chroraosoae analysis, cannot be discounted aa being con 

tributory in part to the declining tumour rrowth rate (see discussion, 

ch, 2, p. 126).

fhe concept of the % tusour cell, although lon.<; ccneidered to be 

a major problem In cancer chemotherapy (Perry, 1976), does not appear 

to have gained universal acceptance, particularly In the sphere of 

tissue culture whsre various studies have indicated that transformed 

cells are Incapable of entering a % phase (Baserm, 19?6c). this 

disparity may be seea as a icenulse dlff^^eno* betw»eii the growth 

conditions enoour>tered In vl_tr^ and those found in vivo (Boffa et al.,



19$i)t It has been shone that experimental tumour cells in culture 

can undergo a period of proliferative inactivity before beln/r re~ 

stimulated (a "0 phase) (Kerz and Schnelder, 1980). However, it is 

not clear whether the -o phase is a preferential pathway leading to 

cell death. In the present work and that of Siracka and Pappova (1978) 

the result of repeat ^ITdF administration during the plateau phase of 

tumour growth was a *radual, possibly asymptotic, approach of the 

labelling index to 100?'. Thus it was concluded that the <o state does 

not represent a preferential pathway leading to cell death ( Steel , 

1977d). Additionally, the finding that the non~cydiE/t tumour cells 

have reduced RKA and protein contents is further evidence for the 

existence of tumour cells arrested in a genuine >o phase,

Analyses of the cell cycle data and of the kinetics of re-entry 

of -.1 cells into cell cycle upon restimulatlon, together with cyto- 

photoiaetric investigation, suggest the coexistence of distinct sub- 

populations of C!0 tumour cells similar to those envisaged by 'elf ant 

(1977). However, a lack of sufficiently detailed kinetic information 

makes it Impossible to distinguish between near diploid " cells

arrested adjacent to the \ l^ase and near tetraploid "o cells arrested 

adjacent to the ^ phase.

A theory such as that of "elfant suggesting sub-groups within the 

"0 population can be viewed as an extension of the proposition of
* . :

Au^enlicht and Baaerga (19?^) for depth within the ^0 state*

These observations and conclusions serve to emphasize the 

importance of a better understanding of the nature of Go tumour cells.

In the context of the above discussion the FAT would seem to 

possess other advantageous features as a model system* "rowth occurs 

as a single cell suspension facilitating sampling, maintenance and 

experimental control. The rapid growth of the tumour although uncharac-
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teristic of most If not all human tumours, 5s a necessary feature for 

easy experimental design. Other features of this tumouri its hetero 

geneity with respect to chromosome number and Its low immuno^enlclty, 

correspond generally with the characteristics of human tumours. Cn 

the other hand the use of a syn^enelc ascltes tumour would probably 

represent an improvement with regard to the immunolorical studies.

It was stated previously (p. 9 ) that the Fhrlich and other aseltes
•\

tumours have been widely used in wany areas of cancer research. Despite 

this and the versatility of aacites tumours, their use has not been 

without criticism (Hewitt, 1978). The most Important criticism concerns 

the use of allografted tumours (where the precise genetic origin of 

a tumour is undefined and dissimilar to tfeebhost strain used to bear 

the tumour) in cancer therapy studies. It Is highly questionable 

whether the results of such therapy studies have any relevance for 

human caneer therapy since It Is generally accepted that human tumours 

are rarely i?nmuno#enle to any decree in the autochthonous host (Hewitt 

and Blake, 1978). In addition a general problem encountered in the use 

of any transplantable tumottr or cell line lr culture Is the Inadvertant 

introduction of viral infection, possibly altering isBsunolo^leal and 

metabolic parameters and cellular proliferation kinetics. From this 

view-point the EAT parallels any other comparable system, fotwithstand- 

Ing such criticisms present results would appear to indicate that ^0 

tumour cells are not antlgenioally distinct from rapidly cycling 

tumour cells* Consequently 00 tumour cells are probably equally 

sensitive to ImHunolo^lcml attach as are rapidly eyeliner tumour cells. 

This observation provides a rational basis for continuing efforts to 

improve Immune-therapeutic protocols since the Go cells, by virtue of 

their reduced metabolic status, are resistant to chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy.
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,-.,' In broader context, timing in the planning of cancer treatment, 

is of well reoo&ztised Importance. Surgery, radiotherapy or any other 

relevant treatment needs to be instituted as early as possible in the 

treatment of primary tumours. On the basis of the relevant kinetic 

characteristics of a riven tumour, major advances have been made in 

development of chemotherapy utilising sequential drue administration 

jschedulea. As far as iawunotherapy Is concerned the major limitation 

la that its efficiency IB only manifest in the presence of residual 

tumour masses. It is important, therefore, to use Immune therapeutic 

techniques in conjunction with other therapies and obviously there is 

the need for appropriate timinir (Eofehardt, 1978).

With regard to the above mentioned factors it is worthwhile con* 

aidoring some of the wider aspects of tumour biology which sd^ht be 

clat iifled as host mediated influences, and Milch it 1© envisaged might 

ultimately have considerable bearing on tumour growth, development and 

therapy. ; ,. „. ..,. . .-•-.• • .;• . , -. ••.:<• --\ . ,

Hier© is a great deal of evidence in the literature to surest 

the existence in nan and animals of diurnal or circadlan rhythms* 

Indeed, circadlan rhythms have been demonstrated in various types of 

tissue (Bums and Schevln&, 1975 «*d QauBeu et al* f 1979) including 

tuaour tissue. Brown and Burns (1973) and Brown (197^a) demonstrated 

measurable dreadian variation in both the exponential phase and near 

plateau phase EAT* Subsequently, Brown (I97^b) advanced evidence 

su^gestin^ the Involvement of the host immune response in the estab 

lishment of circadlan etereotypy after transplantation of ̂ AT. These 

results lead to the conclusion that tumour development is probably under 

the influence of host circadian rhythms in a process mediated by the 

Immune system* If this Is the case It is interesting to speculate that 

a general feature of tumours may be the non-existence of Intrinsic
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oiroadian rhythm.

Stress nay also be involved in adverse modulation of inmune 

mechanisms. It has been documented that the imposition of stress 

leads to a depletion of cholesterol and ascorbic acid in the adrenal 

gland resulting from an increase in eortiooateroid output, (Tepperman, 

1973). This reaction is likely to suppress the host immune response 

(Hatte et al.« 1973). Further to this, the general well-beinir of the 

cancer patient is now considered to be an important facet of successful 

therapy (Stoll, 1979).

Indireet hormonal involvement in tumour development (that is in 

such instances iftiere the horwor.es are neither promoters nor pre 

requisites for tumour growth) mi^ht also be mediated via an immune 

response. Kartveit (1965) indicated that female mice generally display 

greater immune resistance to tumour gxmrth than do male mice. In 

accordance with the above mentioned factors most biological investigations
-"--WW

involving whole animals, such as with the present investigation, are 

performed on male animals, are standardised chronologically (as far 

as is practicable) and an attempt is made to minimize stress on the 

animals.

In view of the evidence in the literature it is logical to 

associate circadlan rhythm, stress and hormonal considerations with 

optimization of cancer therapy. Moreover, experimental data exist in 

support of this view. Ifce survival and cure of 11210 inoculated mice 

after treatment with cyclophosphamide and cytosine arabinoside have 

been shown to be dependent on administration of the drurs at an appro 

priate circadian etage (Schevin/% 1977)* 'These points represent a wider 

view of probable host influences on tumour development which could 

potentially be manipulated to enhance the beneficial effects of thera 

peutic protocols. It would be difficult, however, to appreciate fully
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the role of stress factors, oircadlan rhythms, indirect hormonal 

effects and other subtle influencing factors until some of the more 

fundamental aspects of tunour biology are comprehended.
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